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RESCHEDULED

May 16, 2020
Santa Fe Community Convention Center

New Mexico Health Secretary Kathy Kunkel issued 
an order Thursday, March 12, 2020 temporarily 
prohibiting mass gatherings in New Mexico in 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Weekly Alibi has decided to postpone the New Mexico 
Cannabis Expo scheduled for April 4, 2020. The new 

date of the event will be Saturday, May 16 at the 
Santa Fe Community Convention Center. Stay tuned 

for more details as we get closer to that date.
 

Thank you all for supporting the event, and we look 
forward to seeing you in May.

STAY SAFE!
-Weekly Alibi Staff
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www.BerncoVotes.org

Linda Stover, Clerk

May 5th
LAST DAY
Register with

June 2nd
7AM - 7PM

May 16
- May 30

20 Early Voting locations 
plus a mobile voting unit.

72 Voting locations on 
Election Day.
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Dateline: Florida

A gang of wild ducks continues to terrorize
visitors of a pool at a Florida college—even
befriending a fake alligator head that was
meant to frighten them away. Students have
responded by introducing their own gang of
rubber ducks to the pool. According to News
4 JAX in Florida, unknown pranksters
recently left a number of rubber ducks at
the Flagler College pool, presumably to
mock staff attempts to fend off an intruding
pair of wild ducks. Last month, the college
sent a letter to students, explaining why
they would be seeing a rubber alligator
head floating in the school pool. “We have
two ducks that have found our pool very
inviting,” the letter reads. “Ducks make a
mess of the water and pool area so we are
testing different methods to make our pool
less inviting. We have an owl decoy as a bird
of prey sitting on the edge of the pool. The
ducks seem to have adopted him, so we now
have a floating alligator head. Hopefully
this will make them nervous and motivate
them to find another home. Please keep the
alligator head in the pool so we can see if it
is effective. Thank you for your
cooperation.” According to reports, the
ducks returned to the pool only hours after
the email was sent. In a video taken by one
eyewitness, one duck can be seen swimming
in the pool near the fake alligator head.
Last week, unnamed students contributed
to the effort by releasing a number of
rubber ducks into the pool—possibly in an
attempt to intimidate the trespassing
waterfowl. An anonymous whistleblower
told reporters that the “duck event” was
organized on Facebook. The idea to leave a
group of rubber ducks at the pool was
allegedly chosen over an alternate
suggestion to introduce more live ducks.

Dateline: France

Due to the proliferation of an internet
rumor, French health authorities publicly
announced that using cocaine will not
protect people from COVID-19. According
to the Daily Mirror, the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health in France posted on
Twitter, saying: “No, cocaine does not
protect against COVID-19. It is an addictive
drug that causes serious side effects and is
harmful to people’s health.” The agency
was forced to respond after rumors
circulated for weeks on various social media
platforms claiming the contrary. The
rumors seem to have started as a joke on
social media. Influencers like The Brian
Jonestown Massacre singer Anton
Newcombe helped spread altered images
that appeared to be screen-captured photos
of news headlines proclaiming: “Cocaine
Kills Coronavirus” on their social media
accounts. It is unclear whether any users

believed the posts were real, but the French
government presumably took the joke
seriously. Users on various social media
platforms have also claimed that drinking
bleach can cure the novel coronavirus. The
US Food and Drug Administration says
drinking bleach will not cure carriers of the
virus and could have serious health
consequences, including “severe vomiting,
severe diarrhea [and] life-threatening low
blood pressure caused by dehydration and
acute liver failure.”

Dateline: Florida

Last month, a number of Florida middle
school students were injured when a student
mistook a can of pepper spray for body
spray and used it in an enclosed
gymnasium. According to First Coast News, a
7th-grade student from Highlands Middle
School in Jacksonville, Fla. accidentally
discharged the weapon while attending a
physical education class. According to a
spokesperson for Duval County Public
Schools, the student noticed a canister of
pepper spray among the belongings of his
classmate and—believing the can to be
deodorizing body spray—sprayed himself
“as if he were applying a body fragrance
product.” The gym was immediately
evacuated and 41 students were taken to
five hospitals for the treatment of minor
injuries. DCPS said that for the student who
discharged the canister, “the investigation
revealed that there was no intention to
disrupt school, and therefore, there is no
basis for more serious charges.” However,
school police issued a civil citation to the
student who brought the the weapon to
school. Leaders say it is against school
policy to carry pepper spray while on
campus. “We take it very seriously, but we’re
also … dealing with students here,” School
Police Department Director Michael
Edwards said in a news conference. 

Dateline: Belgium

Scientists have discovered a way to make
butter using insect fat instead of milk.
According to CBC, researchers at Ghent
University in Belgium are replacing butter
with larva fat in waffles, cakes and cookies in
an attempt to find a more sustainable
alternative to traditional butter. To make
the bug butter, scientists soak black soldier
fly larvae in a bowl of water, liquefy the
mixture in a blender and separate out the
butter using a kitchen centrifuge. After
experimenting with using different volumes
of the bug butter in baked goods, the
researchers say consumers notice no
difference when a quarter of the milk butter
in a cake is replaced with larva fat. But they
did report noticing an unpleasant taste
when the ratio reached 50-50. Daylan
Tzompa Sosa, the head reseracher on the
project, says the insect butter is better for
the environment than cow butter, “because
[insects] use less land [than cattle], they are
more efficient at converting feed ... and
they also use less water to produce butter.”
Insect-based foods are also known to have
high levels of protein, vitamins, fiber and
minerals. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird

news to josh@alibi.com.
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This is what it looked like when our
reporter drove over to the Four
Winds Travel Center after cruising

around near the Target at Paseo to
guesstimate current usage levels: absolute
normal. He even ran into his old friend
Richard in the parking lot at the store with
a logo that now looks like, well, a target.

They waved at each other, did the elbow
bump thing and while Richard continued
loading his van with kids and groceries and
dog food and cigarettes, our reporter drove
on, convinced of the normative being a
thing that cannot be fully disrupted in
America, even given next-to-grave
circumstances ...

Local Business

When I returned to the office and checked
my email, that appearance suddenly
disappeared into the reality of the situation,
which ironically now emanated from a
digital source. Among the messages, I took
the time to investigate several that had
come from the office of Mayor Tim Keller.

The Keller administration’s messages
have been measured yet hopeful, much like
his tenure here in Burque. Here’s a sample
example of what we’ve heard so far from
the mayor’s office.

In light of the current situation, the
Mayor today urged local residents to
support local businesses to ease the impact
of the COVID-19 outbreak on the local
economy.

“Coronavirus is impacting our
community in many ways, and the coming
weeks are going to be a tough time in our
economy. While we practice the necessary
precautions like social distancing, it’s vital
to find ways to keep supporting local
businesses. We’ve created a business
resource guide and are looking into ways
the City can help with financial support. We
also encourage Burqueños to purchase gift
cards today to use later, order takeout or
delivery from local restaurants, source many
of your groceries from local vendors, and
make plans to support local businesses
when we get through this.”

Synthia Jaramillo, the director of
economic development for the city, also
chimed in on the cautious yet ultimately
winning approach the city is taking toward
the outbreak, stating, “It is important to
always remember to support local
businesses when we can, but especially in
times like these. We know our business
community is strong and resilient and the
City of Albuquerque Economic
Development Department and the Small
Business Office is here to assist and support
businesses during this time. Our goal is to
keep businesses open and employees
employed.”

This press release came in response to
today’s state health order from New Mexico
Department of Health Cabinet Secretary
Kathy Kunkel. The directive, available at
governor.state.nm.us/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/AMENDED-
PUBLIC-HEALTH-ORDER.pdf, gives a

brief historical outline while ordering all
restaurants, bars, breweries, eateries and
other food establishments in the state of
New Mexico to operate at no higher than
50 percent of maximum capacity and no
greater than 50 percent seating capacity.

Tips and resources for local businesses
and organizations can be found as a pdf at
cabq.gov/economicdevelopment/documents
/cabq-coronavirus-small-business-guide.pdf.

Social Distancing

Just a few days before today’s escalation of
the effects of the current viral outbreak,
Keller and company sent out a missive
about social distancing. It came out on
Sunday and made clear the mayor’s
position with regard to social distancing.
Please listen, Burqueños y Burqueñas, the
following is coming from a veritably
reasonable source.

“Social distancing is a proven booster
shot to reducing the spread of the
coronavirus and reducing the risks in our
community, including for the local
healthcare system. We had already taken
steps to ensure that no City employee has
to choose between staying home when they
have symptoms and getting a paycheck.
While we’re keeping critical services
running, we need everyone in Albuquerque
to do their part by maximizing social
distancing in every way possible, including
avoiding mass gatherings and protecting
vulnerable populations.”

Homeless Folks

Earlier that day—did we mention it was
Sunday?—a city spokesperson from the
Department of Family and Community
Services named Bobby Sisneros sent out a
press release about testing our town’s
homeless for the COVID-19 virus, writing
that “The City of Albuquerque deputized
Dr. Laura Parajon, M.D., M.P.H., the
Executive Director of UNM’s Office of
Community Health, as the WEHC Medical

Citizens of Hope and Glory

Don’t panic, be patient

Director. Dr. Parajon will coordinate with
the New Mexico Department of Health to
access COVID-19 tests, and is leading the
team to provide screenings and care to
those who are homeless.”

Keller also had input on this program
and was quoted as saying, “As our
community responds to the challenge of
COVID-19, we are stepping up for the most
vulnerable in our city. These screenings will
help to prevent not only COVID-19 but the
spread of any other illness for a population
that has little access to the healthcare
system.”

Each night, about 400 homeless
Albuquerque residents make use of the
Westside Emergency Housing Center. Dr.
Parajon echoed Keller’s compasionate
concern, saying, “We are so grateful for the
opportunity to serve here alongside the
City of Albuquerque,” said Parajon. “People
experiencing homelessness are a part of our
community and we want to provide the best
care possible for them. This is certainly
testing every part of our health care and
community care system—but it also shows
the power of partnership and what we can
do together.”

Our Take

In the next four weeks, life is going to
change drastically for most residents of
Albuquerque, N.M. Understanding the
importance of social distancing to blunt the
effects of the outbreak is essential.

Further it’s important not to begin
hoarding behavior as a response. Make sure
you only buy what you can reasonably use.
Otherwise, you may be furthering the
fragility of our city’s most vulnerable
citizens.

Finally, take it easy. Stop panicking and
reflect upon our duties as citizens of this
great town. Most of all, listen to and trust
our local leaders when it comes to the
above descriptions of the human war
against COVID-19. It will get better if we all
work together yet somehow separately. a

NEWS CITY

BY JOSHUA LEE

NEWS | FEATURE  by August March

New Statewide Restrictions

New restrictions on public gatherings were

enacted this week by New Mexico Department

of Health Cabinet Secretary Kathy Kunkel.

On Monday, Kunkel issued an updated

public health order that directed all restaurants,

bars, breweries, eateries and other food

establishments to operate at no higher than 50

percent seating capacity. Tables and booths at

these establishments must be separated by at

least six feet—with a limit of six patrons per

booth—and patrons cannot be seated at a bar

or served while standing.

“We must limit public gatherings in order to

limit the spread of this virus,” Kunkel said.

“Bars and restaurants are no exception. We

want New Mexicans to stay home to the

greatest extent possible. That kind of social

distancing is our best strategy for reducing the

risks to New Mexico.”

The amended order also declared all mass

gatherings of more than 100 people prohibited,

but included specific exemptions for shelters,

retail and grocery stores, courthouses,

detention facilities and hospitals. It directs all

casinos and horse racing facilities to close

down until April 10—but the rule does not

apply to casinos operating on tribal land.

The order also advises citizens to stay at

home if at all possible, to avoid touching

surfaces while in public, to avoid nonessential

travel and to stay away from infected

individuals. Citizens are also being reminded to

thoroughly and regularly wash their hands.

Mayor Encourages Social

Distancing

This week, Albuquerque Mayor Tim Keller

directed city employees to practice social

distancing while completing tasks.

In a press release, the mayor said that to

mitigate the spread of COVID-19, city

employees in each department are now

required to telecommute if at all possible.

Nonessential employees who cannot

telecommute must stay home. Employees

who can work in a “dispersed fashion” will

remain exclusively in the field. Employees who

cannot report to work because of the new

policies will be offered paid time off. 

Keller also encouraged citizens to adhere to

the same policies. “While we’re keeping critical

services running, we need everyone in

Albuquerque to do their part by maximizing

social distancing in every way possible,” he

said, “including avoiding mass gatherings and

protecting vulnerable populations.”

According to KOB, Keller is in touch with

the Conference of Mayors leadership team, a

group of city leaders across the country that is

currently exchanging ideas with one another

on how to respond to the situation.

Governor Orders

Emergency Funds

On Monday, Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham

issued five executive orders authorizing up to

$3.25 million in emergency response and

disaster relief funding to address the spread of

virus that causes COVID-19.

Last week, the governor declared a

statewide public health emergency in New

Mexico to free up emergency funds. According

to the state health department’s website, the

funding will be used to assist in humanitarian

relief efforts and other public health measures.

Some of the funding will go to families

affected by the statewide three-week closure

of all K-12 public schools. a

Albuquerque NASA.GOV
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The Council in March

COVID-19, emergency powers and a new councilor

March came in like a lamb and will go
out like a lion because, in our
unprecedented times, local

governments are infused with national and
global concerns. The March 16 Albuquerque
City Council meeting was held in a vacant
chamber due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The empty chambers were the result of a
statewide restriction on large gatherings. The
only people allowed in were the councilors,
city staff and credentialed media. Public
comment was taken prior to the meeting.
The meeting was available via Channel 16
GOV-TV.

Hot Topic

At the March 16 City Council meeting, over
an hour was spent reviewing policies,
procedures and actions being taken by the
city in light of COVID-19. Councilors
covered quite a bit of ground, making sure all
the critical boxes were checked off, such as
what is being done to help our most
vulnerable residents. For more information
on what is happening, check out
cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/news/city-of-
albuquerque-coronavirus-faqs. If you have
non-health-related questions, call 833-551-
0518, and if you think you may have
symptoms, call 855-600-3453 ASAP.

Super Powers

On a 6-3 vote, City Councilors updated a
1968 ordinance passed to control Vietnam
War protests. The update grants Burque’s
mayor “super powers” in case of a civil
emergency such as a riot or natural disaster
and now in case of an infectious disease
outbreak. The updated ordinance allows the
mayor to reallocate city resources to fight
future epidemics, close streets and places
where large groups gather and make retailers
set daily purchase limits on medical, health
and sanitation items.

Councilor Brook Bassan introduced 10
amendments to whittle down the scope of the
bill. Just about all of the either failed or were
withdrawn. Her point, in a nutshell, is that
government should not overreach in its
powers. She added a little historical drama
when she co-opted Benjamin Franklin,
saying, “We are considering surrendering
our freedoms.” 

It seemed Bassan did not believe this was
a real emergency, comparing COVID-19 to
our normal flu and cold season. She called it
hysteria. Bassan said most people will recover
just fine. It is imperative to question
government. It seemed like her opinion was
that the real enemy is fear, yet it was her
“fear” of government that dominated her
remarks. 

In a statement released prior to the
meeting to address bill misconceptions
swirling through the community, Keller

spokesperson Jessie Damazyn said the City
Council legislation does not ban guns or
booze, nor does it set a curfew or close
streets. She said stoking this kind of fear will
only harm unified efforts to battle a public
health crisis.

The real gist of this bill appears to simply
allow the city to obtain federal and state
funds to battle this public health emergency.
Bernalillo County is set to look over the
emergency preparedness items at their
meeting on Tuesday night. So calm down,
folks; no one is coming for your guns, your
property or your freedoms but they may
come after the spread of germs that do, in
fact, have the potential to kill vulnerable
citizens.

Welcome to the Table

Councilors welcomed Lan Sena to the
governing body table. Councilor Sena was
appointed by Mayor Keller to fill the
Westside seat held by longtime City
Councilor Ken Sanchez, who died in early
January. Sanchez held the seat for 14 years.

Mayor Keller said there were many great
applicants but Sena stood out to the vetting
committee because she represents the
growing future of the Westside residents by
virtue of community involvement. Sena was
born and raised in New Mexico and holds a
bachelor’s degree in political science and a
master’s degree in health administration. She
is the first Asian American (Vietnamese) to sit
on the Council—ever. Councilor Sena
brought a refreshing voice to her first
meeting on March 16, asking relevant
questions and making pertinent comments.

Playing Ball

Little League ballpark agreements were
sealed at the March 2 meeting, signaling the
way to spring Little League Season—
Thunderbird, Lobo, Petroglyph, Eastdale,
Zia, Westgate, West Mesa and Roadrunner
Ball Parks. Hopefully, the fields will be
occupied by more than dreams and filled
with players and fans in a couple months or
less.

Buying Guns

Councilors approved spending $75,000 on
hosting another gun buy-back event this year.
Folks turned over 415 guns last year when a
similar event was held. People can part with
their guns with no questions asked about
prior registration. An average of $75 for
handguns and $100 for assault rifles was paid
out at last year’s event for firearms in
working condition. The money goes to buy
back the guns so they don’t end up where
they should not. The guns will be used for an
art project addressing gun violence. 

Pocketbook Priorities

Fiscal year 2020-2021 begins July 1 and will
see budget priorities that include public
safety at city parks, better pay for skilled city
employees (such as those completing the
backlog of rape kits), addressing
homelessness, a fare-free city bus system, 100
new police officers and economic vitality
infrastructure. These are some, among other
priorities, that will filter down into a
workable budget to keep the city running for
another year. City Councilors will be working
on the budget over the next few weeks, so if
you want to weigh in, now is the perfect time
to do so. 

Stepping Up

The March 16 meeting saw Vaisu D. Bronk
appointed to the ABQ Volunteers Advisory
Board and Timothy J. MacEachen appointed
to the Environmental Planning Commission.
Board and commission meetings are halted
for a bit due to the COVID-19 situation, but
you can still step up to help keep our
community moving forward. a
Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meetings of the Albuquerque City

Council:

Monday, April 6 and Monday, April 20 • 5 pm 

Vincent E. Griego Chambers

Albuquerque Bernalillo County Government

Center

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

NEWS | COUNCIL WATCH by Carolyn Carlson

Councilors Davis, Jones and Benton
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State Dems Move Forward

Primary election and women leaders shape race

It was probably the last normal Friday
that citizens will experience for a while.
Just before major announcements

changed the ways that Americans live their
lives and do their business here on Earth,
representatives of the Democratic Party of
New Mexico stopped by Alibi HQ to discuss
all things political.

The subjects detailed that day by DPNM
Chair Marg Elliston and new Executive
Director Chelsey Evans ranged from the
party’s pre-primary convention, held the
previous weekend on March 7, to growing
concerns about the state of the nation in
the face of an oncoming pandemic.

More importantly, the interview marked
a conscious effort by Weekly Alibi to further
document the important women leaders
and creatives in our midst. We felt that
doing so during Women’s History Month
would be an honorable way of celebrating
the positive political power of women at
the local level.

We were also very curious about the
path that the Democratic party would take
in the upcoming June primary, an election
where New Mexicans registered as
Democrats will make their choices for
president known. Importantly, citizens will
also be casting votes to send Ben Ray Lujan
to the Senate to succeed Tom Udall.

Weekly Alibi has also been very curious
about how the race for Congress is shaping
up in District 3. Since this large
congressional district in the north of New
Mexico includes parts of Rio Rancho and
Corrales, we’ve been keeping an eye on
that race and wanted an update on the
official side of things in the state
Democratic Party before we endorse in this
contest next month.

Evans and Elliston joined us just as the
world was about to change, irrevocably and
almost instantly, later that day. Here is a
summary of what we talked about with the
leadership cadre of the Democratic Party of
New Mexico as elections loomed and a
viral threat emerged here at home.

Pre-Primary

“We just had our pre-primary nominating
convention,” Elliston said, as she began her
discourse into what is current at DPNM
headquarters. “To put that together
required every county in the state to have
their own meeting beforehand to provide
delegates for the main meeting. Then we
all came together, 1200 delegates met up
in Santa Fe at Buffalo Thunder.”

When asked what she thought one of
the most important highlights of that
political gathering was and which act
(actual or symbolic) best represented the
ideals of the Democratic Party of New
Mexico, Elliston was to the point, telling
Weekly Alibi, “We had our outstanding
leaders—that we elected in 2018—as the
visible evidence of an enthusiastic

Democratic Party.”
“Upon reflection, the type of effective

leadership demonstrated lately by the
state’s governor and congressional
representatives in the face of our current
national crisis was already on display
during the convention, which now seems
like the eye of a hurricane.”

Commenting on the governor’s and
other Democratic leaders’ presence and
capabilities, Elliston continued with her
tale of the conference, adding, “She talked
about many of the gains we’ve been
making because of this year’s legislative
session. Then we heard from Congressman
Ben Ray Lujan. He was nominated to be
the candidate for Senate by an enthusiastic
throng of supporters.”

On the Ballot

The Democratic Pre-Primary Convention is
a tool that the state party uses to make an
initial determination about which
Democrats are going to be on the primary
ballot in June. In an effort to simplify the
process for Alibi readers—even if they may
now be riding out the COVID-19 storm at
home—we asked Evans to clarify the
process. We hope that such will lead to
more informed choices—whether you have
to vote by mail or in person come this
summer, when experts hope the pandemic
will have subsided.

On that note, Evans told Weekly Alibi,
“The way this works now is that they
[candidates] had to file with the Secretary
of State by Feb. 4 in order to take part in
the pre-primary process. After that process
is complete, we place those people on the
pre-primary ballot. Delegates to the pre-
primary convention, chosen at county
Democratic meetings, then vote on those
candidates to determine who will be on the
ballot. There’s a 20 percent threshold.”

Before discussing the particulars of the
outcome of voting at the pre-primary, the
conversation briefly shifted back to what
the Republicans were doing in their bid to
take the Senate back from Team Blue.

Elliston reminded those present that,

among contenders looking to face Lujan
and then replace retiring Democratic
Senator Udall, the Republicans had a
couple folks looking at candidates.

“They have a couple of candidates that
are running in their primary,” Elliston
noted, before Evans filled in the details:
“They have Elisa Martinez and Mark
Ronchetti.”

“Ronchetti is a television weatherman,”
Elliston concluded, before moving on
decisively in the dialogue and describing
the reasons why the state’s pre-primary is
so important in shaping what to come
politically.

Elliston said, “The pre-primary process
is a statutory requirement in this state. And
each political party is tasked with deciding
who is going to be on the primary ballot.
It’s kind of insider’s baseball, but it’s not,
too, because we see a lot of involvement
from communities all over the state.”

The convention also provides party
leaders with the opportunity to observe
and investigate the dynamics of the various
candidates and their campaign
organizations.

“We get an idea about prevailing
trends,” said Elliston. “And the candidates
who are seeking office do, too. We also get
to see how organized they are, how capable
of turning out they vote they are. The
candidates that this process covers include
congressional offices and statewide offices.
This time around, the lead office was the
Senate seat [being vacated by Senator Tom
Udall] and then the US Congressional
races.”

Congress

With that, the conversation turned to the
Democratic race for Congress across three
distinct districts in New Mexico.

“In both Congressional District 1 and in
Congressional District 2,” Elliston recalled,
“we have the incumbents, Deb Haaland
from District 1 and Xochitl Torres Small in
District 2.” Neither candidate will face
opposition in the June primary, Elliston
told Weekly Alibi.

But the case is very different in New
Mexico’s northern Congressional District.
District 3 has been a Democratic stronghold
for many years. The current officeholder,
Ben Ray Lujan, has held the post for more
than 10 years (that’s five terms, folks!).
Lujan, as one may recall, is seeking to take
the seat in the Senate being given up by
retiring New Mexico stalwart Tom Udall.

The result of Lujan’s proposed voter
transfer to the upper house in DC caused a
record number of Democratic candidates to
seek out a place on this year’s primary
ballot.

There were seven, to be exact. But only
one, according to officials at the DPNM,
made the ballot initially. Then our reporter
reminded Elliston and Evans that one
candidate, Teresa Fernandez Leger,
received far more support than all the other
candidates combined, garnering almost 42
percent of delegate votes at the convention.

None of the other candidates even hit
the 20 percent mark. But that doesn’t mean
that candidates like celebrity Valerie
Plame—who came in fifth, with just 5
percent of the vote—will be excluded from
the June ballot. There’s an alternative
method to get one’s name in print for the
vote, it turns out.

Evans explained, telling Weekly Alibi that,
“They can go out and get signatures from a
petition drive. They need to have 4 percent
and I think most of them have that already.
There is a second piece to this, in that, if
you don’t get 20 percent, you can go on if
you get signatures from an additional 4
percent of registered Democratic voters in
your congressional district.”

Aftermath

The conversation then wound around to
party politics, the presidential race and the
current crisis. Elliston made it clear that
COVID-19 is a real game-changer. With a
solid sense of foreshadowing, this is what
the leader of the state Democratic party
had to tell us about what was then still
solidly in the future: “This is going to
challenge our methodology because we’re
into building a grassroots base to power
through the election. Having big events to
focus on voter registration and to get folks
excited has always been part of our plan.”

When asked if they have a contingency
plan, should it come to that, Evans told our
reporter, “I think we’re really excited about
some of the online options. That’s not
nearly as exciting as meeting in person, but
we’re in really good spot. The Secretary of
State in New Mexico has online voter
registration. Plus it’s a real opportunity for
us to test out social media platforms to
engage with folks. For instance, we have a
high school intern now, a 17-year-old who
is really interested in getting other 17-year-
olds (who will be 18 before the general
election) registered to vote. We’re really
engaging that population.” a

Marg Elliston and Chelsey Evans ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Levi Romero is a natural choice as
the state of New Mexico’s first poet
laureate. His poetry details New

Mexico. It speaks to the people and the
place. It is steeped in the culture. And,
obviously, you would want your New
Mexico poet laureate to seek out the
writers, poets and storytellers throughout
The Land of Enchantment while tooling
around behind the wheel of his ’58
Impala. Romero is the right guy for the
job.

Romero is a laid-back UNM professor
in the Chicana and Chicano Studies
program. His work has focused on the
cultural landscapes of his native New
Mexico. It’s a three-year appointment that
comes with a desk at the state library, a
paycheck and a slew of ideas about how he
should spend his three years. It is his hope
that this new role will help him to further
amplify the voices of the people of this
state. His experience with film and
architecture should come in handy as he
begins to define a role he sees as not
limited to just writers and books. Romero
will not only set the bar high for this new
position, but will likely be called on to find
something comforting to say as we move
though what is shaping up to be a very
difficult time. 
Weekly Alibi sat down with Romero to talk
about the people of New Mexico, what
makes this place endure and the plans he
has for his tenure as the state’s first poet
laureate. The following is an edited
version of that conversation. 

Weekly Alibi: How would you describe

New Mexico to someone who has never

been here? 

Levi Romero: Without trying to come
across with a generic answer or something
that you would find in a New Mexico True
brochure, New Mexico is really unique and
special because it allows the individual to
flourish in an environment like this, as it
has for centuries. What brought them here
was one thing, what kept them here was
another thing. I think those kinds of
things are still what keeps people here.
Even in spite of the economy, the crime
and all those other negative aspects, there
is a sense of community. People recognize
it. They want to nurture it. They want to
cultivate it. Whether it’s on a big scale, like
Albuquerque, or a smaller scale, like a
village where I’m from, like Embudo.

People have been here for centuries.

What has endured?

What’s endured is this idea of communion;
the spiritual communion with the land,
the spiritual communion with one another.
Aside from that, what do you have? It’s not
a place where you come to make money,
right? If you do, you’re in the wrong place.

What makes New Mexico different from

other places in the country?

I think the people make the place

Workshops do that. We can conquer that
fear by opening ourselves up. You have to
create that atmosphere of trust and
comfort. Then the question is, “How do
you do that?” How you do that is by
opening yourself up first and becoming
vulnerable.

What are your plans as Poet Laureate?

To get through it.

To endure? 

To endure. In many ways, it’s not anything
different than what I’ve already been
doing since the 1990s when I first really
started coming onto the poetry scene. But
now it’s got a title and has got obligations
and it’s got responsibilities. It’s got the
trust and the blessings of the people. The
state Poet Laureate Program has got some
initiatives. One of them is to produce some
podcasts based on conversations that I
have as I go around the state. What we
want to do is not just interview poets but
[also] storytellers. Sometimes the most
poetic people are the people who don’t
even have books or read, but they are
these amazing storytellers and they exist in
our families, in our communities. They are
neighbors across the street and nobody is
listening to them. Once they start talking
and you start listening, they’re amazing. I
want to create podcasts around the
ordinary, everyday spoken word in
addition to the written poets. a

FOUND OBJECTS

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

New Mexico’s First State Poet Laureate

A conversation with Levi Romero

different. The landscape to some degree is
different, too. When you’re driving from
Arizona, you begin to see the landscape,
the geography beginning to change. You
know when you’ve crossed that state line
and when you’re in New Mexico. The
landscape reads differently. The hills are
at a different scale, a different proportion,
the color of the light. The color of the sky,
that blue-newness of the sky. Those kinds
of things still permeate through our
physical senses. 

I teach a class called Mi Querencia: A
Connection Between Place and Identity.
One of the first questions posed in the
class is, “When you’re away and you’re
coming back, when do you realize that
you’re near home?” For me, it’s when I get
to the top of the hill outside of Santa Fe,
and I’m looking north right before you get
to the opera, right at the top, over the hill
there. I see that landscape. I see the
mountains. I see the valleys. I see the
arroyos. I see the vegetation. I know that
from that point on, if I had to crawl home,
I could.

We’re in the middle of a lot of fear right

now. How can words heal and protect? 

In the same way that they’ve been used
forever. Once we open up a conversation
and a dialogue and are receptive to each
other, the healing can begin. When you
tell me, “Hey man, I’m kind of worried
about this.” That’s what poetry does.

 ARTS | ARTS INTERVIEW by Clarke Condé

A Bit of Sunshine

In the Albuquerque Museum’s online

collection, you will find, in no particular

order: Kit Carson’s chair, a Jaune Quick-to-

See Smith lithograph, a photograph of an

Albuquerque tire shop from 1930, a 16th

century German helmet and, of course,

the Walter McDonald photography

collection associated with Let the

Sunshine In, currently on exhibit at the

museum. The museum is closed to the

public, but you can still see the

photographs, along with a ton of other

stuff, online at

albuquerque.emuseum.com. If you are at

home with your family, this is a great time

to look through these pictures of

Albuquerque from 50 years ago and see if

you know anybody in them. If you do, let

the museum know by sending an email (to

abqmuseum@cabq.gov). They are still

hoping to put names with faces.

Curbside Service

Bookworks (4022 Rio Grande Blvd. NW) is

offering curbside pickup of books, games

and whatever else they have in store

during this time of self-isolating. The

owners have sent home the staff and

closed its doors to the public but are in the

shop themselves from 9am to 5pm daily,

answering the phones and filling orders for

people to pick up from their cars. Kids

home and bored? How about calling them

up for a game recommendation? It is a

great way to keep supporting a local

business while staying home. For more

information, see bkwrks.com.

Louder Than Chaos!

Mindwell Poetry is taking their open mic

poetry scene online with their first

MindWell Global Open Mic on Friday,

March 20 from 7pm to 9pm. It’s the same

great group of Albuquerque Stronger Than

Stigma poets plus whoever else pops in

from around the globe. Bonus, you can

feel free to wear whatever kind of stinky

cologne or perfume you want because

those with chemical sensitivities will not

be bothered by it. For more information on

this free, all-ages online event, see

mindwellpoetry.com.

Ticket to Nothing

Why not buy a ticket to a local theater

production that you are not going to go to?

That seems odd, but all the theaters are

shut down right now and they have no

way to meet their expenses. Just pick

whatever show you thought you might go

to and buy a ticket off the theater’s

website. Your donation will make it

possible for these troupes to start back up

when they can. It helps more than you

think.  a

PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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ARTS | MAGNIFIED by Clarke Condé

Let’s step back for a moment and
think about this. Maybe there is a
new normal developing or maybe

there is an old one that we can return to.
Maybe we can simply heed the
precautions that our communicable
disease experts have always
recommended while establishing for
ourselves a meditative practice that will
help keep both our bodies and our
minds healthy in this time of crisis. Can
all of this can be found in hand
washing? Oddly, yes.

During the Bubonic Plague that
ravaged Europe and Asia in the mid-
14th century, those that practiced ritual
hand washing had infection rates at
nearly half the rate of all others.
Unfortunately for them, they were often
blamed for The Plague and murdered,
but that is a different story. What we
want to focus on is the aspect of that
transformative pandemic whose
takeaway had everything to do with
increased sanitation practices in society.
What we can learn from The Plague is to
wash our hands. 

At times of stress, we have been told a
million times to take a deep breath and
count to 10. It usually works. Washing your
hands can do more than that. There is no act
of devotion that is as universally understood
as mindful washing. Let that devotion be to
yourself. Plus, we have the running water, we
have the soap and we have the time, so let’s
approach this task with a different mindset. 

Turn on the tap and wait for the water to
reach a temperature you like. Wet your
hands and soap up. Skip singing “Happy
Birthday” and instead focus on your
breathing. Calm yourself and simply,
deliberately and mindfully wash your hands.
Spend 30 seconds. Hell, spend a minute.
What’s the rush? It’s not like you are going
anywhere.

Where does the art come in? The art is in
self-betterment. You are both the artist and
object in this transformative practice. Odds
are you will feel better, having taken a
moment to center yourself and your hands
will be clean. Bonus. This is your
opportunity for a moment of peace that no
one will begrudge you while the world goes
crazy. Take it.  a

The Art of Washing Your Hands

Thirty seconds of sanity while the world goes mad

Soap up for sanity.
CLARKE CONDÉ
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No Time For Panic

Locals come together and create community support

There are two sides to every story. Yes,
the virus is bad. Yes, social
distancing needs to happen and,

yes, going out isn’t the thing to be doing
right now. But that is the logical side. The
one that’s based on self-preservation. But
what about our human side? The ones
based in the need for social interaction?
The one with compassion for the businesses
in need of our financial support to continue
paying staffers who are already living
paycheck to paycheck? What is the answer
to that question? I’ll be honest with you; it’s
not a simple one. In the past week, I’ve had
to update what this means multiple times,
as new restrictions are levied, and I can’t
even guarantee that this will be accurate by
the time it hits newstands. 

With rapid shifts in what can and cannot
happen within a restaurant, there is unease
from everyone about what will happen to
our favorite dining establishments as eating
out will evaporate over the next few weeks.
Even moreso, we have tipped restaurant
workers who rely specifically on dining-in
business to earn their income. If the
messages on compensation and coverage
from the government were clear, this
wouldn’t be as much of a worry, but it’s still
not entirely clear who is and isn’t covered.
So how do we help ensure their survival? 

There are a few ways. Social distancing
can be practiced without total isolation.
Currently, many places you love are
offering their entire menu as takeout. You
can still have a wonderful dinner from your
favorite spot while enjoying it in the
comfort of your own home. Make it a date
night and bust out a nice bottle of wine to
go with your nachos. Just remember, most
of the staff are paid through tips, and while
they won’t be doing cleanup and drink
service for you, they are still taking and
placing your order and compiling and
ensuring it’s correct, all while making sure
that by the time you get home, you need for
nothing on their end. Be generous if you
have the means to, as they have basic needs
to cover as well. 

Maybe you don’t want to buy dinners out
and simply prefer doing things at home on
your terms, or maybe you prefer the
atmosphere of the restaurant but choose to
stay away right now because it’s the smart
thing to do. Don’t worry, I’ve got that
covered, too. A gift card can be bought and
used at any time. It’s a way to vote with your
wallet that you support local and plan to
return to them soon. Then, you’ve got it
sitting on your fridge, a date night just
begging to happen. Don’t have any dates
lined up because of social distancing or the
fact that people just aren’t that into you?
I’ve been there before! Then you’ve got a
“treat yourself ” night in the bag. Plan to
use it on those days you come home and
need a real pick-me-up. 

But what about those New Mexicans who
are stepping up and doing more? While I
can’t provide a comprehensive list, I found

a few who are going above and beyond.
First off, for our seniors, it’s been
announced that fees associated with home-
delivered meals will be waived so all eligible
seniors can receive them. Seniors who
would like to request a home-delivered
meal should call the Bernalillo County
Metro Area Agency on Aging at 768-2084.
For seniors outside Bernalillo County, call
the Non-Metro Area Agency on Aging at 1-
866-699-4627, and for seniors living on
tribal or pueblo lands, the number to call is
1-800-432-2080, while Navajo Nation
seniors should call 1-928-871-6868. On our
Facebook page right now, we have a list of
89 sites providing Grab & Go meals to
students during three-week school closure
from 10 am to 1 pm. The link to that is
bit.ly/505gag. 

Additionally, Cheese and Coffee
Downtown and Seared (119 San Pasquale
Ave. SW) will be offering a small soup,
grilled cheese or PB&J sandwich and chips
for kids between the hours of 10am and
2pm, as long as you call ahead to 242-0326.
Urban Hotdog Company (10250
Cottonwood Park Dr. NW Ste. 400-H) will

also be joining the efforts from 11am to
2pm, offering a classic starter hotdog with a
side of housemade chips or a salad. If
you’re in Nob Hill, El Taco Tote (4701
Central Ave. NE) will be offering two bean
and cheese tacos or a cheese quesadilla with
a side of rice. This will be valid at the drive-
thru only, while parents can snag a 20
percent discount during the hours of 11am
to 1pm, Monday through Friday. For all
these locations, a child must be present. 

At the end of the day, it’s going to be a
little complicated and confusing. We all
know that there is no one simple solution
or easy answer. This is uncharted territory
for everyone, and we’ll all be doing the best
we can. There’s going to be furloughs and
layoffs, there’s going to be closures and
losses, but at the end of the day, we are a
support system for each other. Many of us
won’t be able to do much, but what little we
can do has a ripple effect. With safe
practices that keep others from harm, we
can slow the spread, knock Covid-19 out
early and get back to standard life in no
time. In the meantime, let’s do what we can
for the businesses we love to help soften the
blow on everyone.  a

WORDS OF WISDOM

BY DAN PENNINGTON

FOOD | FOOD NEWS by Dan Pennington

Covid 19 To-do Guide

Okay, we’re really in the thick of it right now.

For many, it’s easy to get disheartened.

Maybe it’s the optimist in me, maybe it’s the

fact that I believe the United States won’t let

thousands of businesses close over this, but

I believe that when this is all over, things will

be okay. Things will go back to normal,

albeit a different normal than before, but

they will return. Our best shot at getting

through this is community support where

we can give it and building ourselves up

using the power of local. In fact, thinking it

over, Albuquerque stands the best chance

of anywhere of making it out okay, because

we’ve always been the “little city that

could.” So while we’re quarantined, here is a

list of things to do while homebound.

Learn a New Skill

This is something that tends to have a

generational divide, due to the younger folks

just intrinsically understanding how to use

the internet to its fullest potential, though

there are some older folks who have figured

it out, too. There is nothing you can’t learn

through the internet. The art of self-teaching

isn’t too hard, either through YouTube,

Wikipedia, how to guides and more, you can

search up and start learning anything. Ever

wanted to figure out Photoshop? Now is the

time to pull up some videos and follow step

by step instructions to do so. Is there a dish

you’ve been too intimidated to make?

Someone will show you all the tricks they

know to make it perfectly. Is a part of your

home in need of renovation? Maybe tread a

little lighter with that, but realistically, you

can do it! We’ve been given the gift of time,

why not use it to better ourselves for the

new future we soon need to face?

Connect with Those

We Love

Yes, two weeks stuck indoors with family

might sound like a literal nightmare for you,

but when was the last time we sat down

and shared, earnestly and honestly, with

them about ourselves? Learning new skills is

great, but learning about those in your life is

priceless. The stories of the family’s history,

of our grandparent’s high school

misadventures, of your single aunt’s first

time doing shrooms, these stories can ignite

a fire in us to keep us lit and strong during

all this. It’s a flame we will be able to carry

and pass on to others, as our stories live and

die with us otherwise. Make the time to

enjoy those who are with us now, because

chances to spend time together like this

don’t come around often. 

Practice Some Self

Care

The US National Library for Medicine has a

scientific article about a study done on the

immune system while under stress and fear.

The short version is that the system is made

to resist disease in fight-or-flight situations,

but as that system continues to experience

stress, it becomes compromised to fighting

off diseases (PMC1361287 for anyone

interested in reading more.) Essentially, the

longer we stay stressed, the worse our body

gets at fighting off infections. We have to

acknowledge that the control we (us

personally) have in this situation is minimal.

We stay away from others and wait it out,

going out only for urgent necessities. Use

this time at home to take care of yourself.

You’ve earned this relaxation. Pop on Netflix,

enjoy that bottle of wine you’ve been saving

and take an honest-to-God bubble bath. Let

March be the official month of self-care, and

give your system a breather to catch back

up. You’ve earned it. a
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FOOD | FOOD FOR THOUGHT  by Dan Pennington

Toilet Paper Won’t Save You

A guide on stocking up responsibly

When I wrote about the plastic
bag ban back in January, I started
off with a story of chaos in the

stores as people had to learn how to carry
their own groceries without the use of
single-use plastic bags. It was written
satirically, because I had foolheartedly
believed that humanity was full of
levelheaded individuals who can adapt
and grow with changes. Yet, now, we’re in
an apocalypse scenario—not so much that
the world itself is ending, but of supply
hoarding as though it were. Friends,
neighbors and countrymen have all taken
to the shelves, bringing home the spoils of
war, in this case: toilet paper. Let all those
who look upon our COVID-19 quarantine
realize that we survived it with the cleanest
of asses. 

There’s a lot to say about the handling
of this outbreak, but most of it has been
said before by others far more talented
than I. What all this boils down to is that
we sit somewhere between not needing to
panic, but undertaking some modicum of
prevention to ensure this thing doesn’t
actually require panicking. Hoarding
supplies is bad for everyone, but being
prepared on a personal level is good. So
how much should you be buying if you’re
planning on bunkering down? Currently,
the recommendations from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention are telling
people that staying indoors for the next
two weeks should be the ideal time period,
at least to assess what is going on and how
serious the issue will be. 

Two weeks is a good number. Most of us
buy groceries on the assumption they will
last us around that long, depending on
how often you cook at home and whether
you buy things fresh or non-perishable, so
for many, this isn’t going to be difficult.
But let’s say maybe you’ve never had to
rely on cooking at home for two weeks
straight before, and you don’t want to risk
going out to eat (takeout is still an option
for the many restaurants that need your
support currently!) So, just to be helpful,
let’s talk about what you should grab to be
stocked up and happy without
overstocking. I’ll be excluding non-
perishable canned goods and veggies,
because it’s a no-brainer that having a
small assortment of those around is an all-
around good idea.

Beans and Rice

Truly, in terms of versatility, there’s so
much you can do with these two
ingredients. For example, one pound of
rice is equivalent to roughly 11 servings.
With a 10-pound bag and creativity, you’ve
got a lot of versatility at an incredibly low
cost (anything over $15 for basic white rice
is going to be excessive.) Additionally,
dried beans are similar, with one pound
providing roughly 10 servings. The beauty

of beans and rice is that it functions well as
a dish on its own, but with some small
modifications, you can completely change
the dish up, using other ingredients
around the house. You can mix it up with
different seasoning profiles, you can pair it
with almost anything and the list of pre-
made recipes online is nearly endless. For
$30, you can easily set up a series of meals
using these two ingredients, with an
addition of spices you (hopefully) have
sitting around but haven’t been given the
attention they deserve lately. 

Meat

I know, knee-jerk reactions dictate that
buying 30 pounds of ground beef feels
right, but earnestly, it’s overkill. With
ground beef typically sitting around $3 per
pound and being versatile in its use (may I
recommend a cottage pie that can last you
a week, if you’re just cooking for yourself
or two people), you’ll be able to do quite a
bit with 10 pounds. Boneless chicken
breasts are also quite useful, coming in at
around $2 per pound. There are a
practically infinite number of recipes that
utilize chicken breasts in unique ways, and
with them being so easy to cook and
season, you can make 10 pounds go a long
way. 

Potatoes

Versatile, cheap, easy and always delicious,
potatoes are the everyman’s go-to side
dish. A wise friend once said that you can
“Boil ‘em, mash ‘em, stick ‘em in a stew,”
and that was just scratching the surface. At
around $5 for a 10 pound bag, you can
make them go a long way. My personal
favorite is to roast a pan of them in olive oil
and seasoning, making a large enough side
dish to last more than a couple days, using
only two of your 10 available pounds. 

Look, it’s easy to hoard things.
Whether it be food, toilet paper
(seriously y’all, why?) or anime figures,
it’s never healthy to overstock up. We’re
putting stress on a system that can’t take
it, overworking grocery store employees
and leaving others without. Speaking of,
be kind to those folks. They’re working in
one of the craziest rushes of business
they’ve ever seen, in the middle of an
outbreak. They’r exhausted and scared
like everyone else, and deserve our
compassion. Additionally, check your
local markets and forget the big chains.
They’re the ones being passed over, and
are probably abundantly stocked right
now. Buy for your immediate needs so
that the whole of society can function. It
might seem scary, but, trust me: We can
do this. And if you run out of toilet
paper, just know that this article is useful
and newspaper isn’t sceptic safe. Try a
hose instead.  a
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patron limit. But that’s not the case in
every city (San Francisco, for example, has
ordered “shelter in place” restrictions), and
major theater chains are acting accordingly

Of the national theater chains that
operate in Albuquerque, Regal, AMC,
Cinemark and Flix have all announced
plans to close theaters nationwide. As of
Tuesday, March 17, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse,
High Ridge, Movies 8, Movies West and
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX are closed to
the public. AMC stated that it expects its
280 theaters to remain closed for “six to 12
weeks.”

As of press time, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque and Rio Rancho Premiere
have not officially announced they are
closing. That, of course, could change on a
moment’s notice. But as of Tuesday, March
17, Icon Cinema’s Facebook page assured
patrons that the theater was open and that,
“we have limited seating in our auditorium
to allow social distancing and we are
sanitizing all contact surfaces accordingly.”

Until orders from the Governor’s office
change the playing field, the locally owned
Guild Cinema in Nob Hill (3405 Central
Ave. NE) plans to remain open. Its total
number of seats hovers near the 100 mark,
the edge of the maximum number of
people recommended for gathering in
public places. Owner Keif Henley has
promised to limit the number of tickets
sold for each individual screening even
further, allowing for more “social
distancing” within the theater. For the last
16 years, Weekly Alibi has hosted Midnight
Movie Madness every other weekend at
that theater and plans to continue that for
the foreseeable future.

Just keep in mind, potential
moviegoers, if you’re feeling sick, stay
home.

Product Shortage

Of course, if we want to go to movie
theaters, we still need product to view. And
like two-ply quilted toilet paper, that’s
going to start coming into short supply. 

The movie industry was already
panicking over the shutdown of China’s
movie theaters. China accounts for 22
percent of the global market. That’s second
only to America at 29 percent. In 2020
China’s moviegoing audience was
projected to surpass America’s for the very
first time. That’s no longer going to
happen, of course. 

After China’s movie theaters shuttered,
Europe followed suit. And American
theaters are following quickly behind. Last
weekend, after the federal government
issued rules on public gatherings and

Love in the Time of Coronavirus

Health restrictions alter immediate future of film industry

FILM | NEWS by Devin D. O’Leary

strong suggestions about self-isolation, the
movie box office shrank to a mere $55
million in ticket sales. That’s the lowest
weekend since Sept. 15, 2000.

Thanks to concerns about closing
theaters, Hollywood has scrambled to
bump films both major and minor off its
release schedule. Worried about the loss of
foreign box office, MGM bounced its 25th
James Bond Film, No Time To Die, from its
April 10 Easter weekend opening date. It’s
now prepping for a Nov. 25 Thanksgiving
date. The studio is expected to lose
upwards of 50 million in already-spent
advertising and marketing dollars.
Paramount’s A Quiet Place II, originally
slated to hit theaters on March 13, was the
next film to blink and get pushed into the
“TBD” category. That was followed in
quick succession by Disney’s live-action
remake of Mulan and 20th Century Fox’s
comic book adaptation The New Mutants
(neither of which have a new date yet).
Columbia’s Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway got
bumped to Aug. 7 and Universal’s Fast and
the Furious 9 has been shunted all the way
to 2021. 

To combat the closing of theaters, and
to help people stranded at home, movie
studios are going to have to come up with
some innovative distribution solutions.
Universal Pictures is the first to decide they
will be releasing films to theaters and on
at-home streaming on the same day.
Currently released films such as The
Invisible Man, The Hunt and Emma will now
be available via “a wide variety of the most
popular on-demand services.” Vudu,
iTunes and Amazon Video are among the
participants, offering the films (a 48-hour
download) for $19.99 each. The first
brand-new film to debut under this
theater/streaming plan will be Universal’s
Trolls World Tour on April 20.

So What Now?

Yes, the truth is that movie theaters could
remain closed nationwide over health
concerns, and major movie releases could
vanish in the chaotic atmosphere that is
2020. In the grand scheme of things, it’s
among our lowest concerns right now. We’ll
just have to see where, in the coming
weeks, this all leads. It could mean a
wholesale restructuring of the film
distribution industry. Or not. 

In the meantime, do not panic, exercise
reasonable caution concerning your health
and the health of others. Continue to
patronize local businesses, all of which are
struggling. Feel free to escape your home
and distract yourself with a film of your
choosing. … And if worse comes to worst,
there’s always TV. (Check out this week’s
Idiot Box for more on that.) a

meantime, the convention’s “Indigenous
Futurisms Days” programming is moving
online. In the coming weeks, organizers
will be creating digital programming,
which includes many of the previously
scheduled presenters and guests who have
graciously offered their time to give online
workshops, conversations and panels.
(Check indigipopx.com for upcoming
info.)

Albuquerque’s Public Academy of
Performing Arts was scheduled to premiere
its student-made zombie flick The Turning
this Thursday at Guild Cinema. Now that
classes have been canceled throughout the
school district, the film premiere has been
postponed until May 4. All tickets already
purchased will be honored at that time.
(PAPA students will continue their
instruction electronically using Google
Classroom and other resources.) 

The 6th Annual Pueblo Film Festival was
slated to take place March 22 and 23 at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center. It was to
bring short films and Native filmmakers
from all over the Southwest for a full
weekend of screenings and Q&As Thanks
to concerns over COVID-19, it’s been
postponed. New dates have not been
announced. 

Looking to the future, Albuquerque’s
venerable Experiments in Cinema festival
(celebrating its 15th annual outing this
year) has already postponed events. The
international experimental film festival,
hosted every year by Basement Films, was
supposed to take place April 14 through
18. Expecting that international travel will
still be a problem then, organizers decided
to postpone it. The festival’s longtime
director, Bryan Konefsky, has even hinted
at the strong possibility that this year’s
gathering will transform into a “virtual”
online festival. (Keep an eye on
experimentsincinema,org for updates.)

The 2020 NM Italian Film & Culture
Festival, originally set to return March 31
through April 5, also closed the curtains on
this year’s event. Organizers say they have
“every intention of going forward with the
festival as planned at a time in the future
when it is safe to do so.” 

The Theatrical Experience

New Mexico State Health Secretary Kathy
Kunkel has called for a temporary halt to
most public gatherings larger than 100
people. The conversion to stadium and
recliner seating has reduced the number of
seats in the majority of movie theaters over
the last few years, meaning most theaters
could legally stay open. A small reduction
in the number of seats sold in any
individual auditorium would keep movie
audiences under our city’s current 100

CLOSED

A n illness caused by a novel
coronavirus, known officially now as
COVID-19, is doing its severe acute

respiratory syndrome best to disrupt life in
these United States (and everywhere else,
for that matter). Ever-evolving health
restrictions are wreaking havoc with the
entertainment industry in cities big and
small. Inarguably necessary as these
restrictions are, they’re kind of a bummer,
because we could all use a little distraction
right now.

Like it or not, life is changing. There’s
little we can do right now to prevent it
from doing so. We’re all just gonna have to
roll with it for a while. Eventually—God,
the CDC and Purell willing—life will be
back to normal. But for now, everything,
from our jobs to our chosen form of
relaxation, is going to be different. So
where does the state of the film industry,
the weekly focus of this here section of the
Alibi, stand? Let’s see what we know so far.

Cancel Culture

The list of cancellations/postponements in
the local arts industry is expanding day by
day. This is a reality that is happening all
across the country and in nearly every
corner of the globe right now. It’s always
important to find ways to support our local
scenes (from film to arts to food to music),
but our current health crisis makes this
exponentially more difficult.

The Native American arts and
entertainment convention Indigenous Pop
Culture Expo (IPX), an outgrowth of the
2016 Indigenous Comic Con, has been
postponed. Dates have yet to be
determined—because now everyone is
fighting to find venues/time slots later on
in the summer. Refunds on pre-purchased
tickets and passes are available, but
organizers are encouraging the cost of
those be donated to the Native artists and
performers who can no longer attend and
whose incomes have been adversely
affected during this trying time. In the
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Remember when you were a kid and
you got sick? Remember staying
home all day, eating Campbell’s

Chicken Noodle Soup and watching daytime
TV in your pajamas? You were introduced to
a whole new world, normally closed to you
by the fact that everyone your age was
trapped in school during daylight hours.
Sure it was just a lot of “The Price is Right”
and “Donahue” and “Days of Our Lives.”
But it’s important to remember that TV was
there for you in your time of need,
comforting you with its soothing, lightweight
entertainment. And now, in one of our
greatest times of need, TV is here again.

Thanks to COVID-19, the government is
asking us to stay home from our jobs,
maintain proper “social distance” and avoid
large gatherings. This leaves us with a lot of
time on our hands and a lot of hours staring
at the familiar walls of our homes. Once
you’ve sanitized the bathroom and
alphabetized your hoarded disaster supplies,
what is there left to do? Watch a hell of a lot
of TV, of course.

The entertainment industry has already
responded to our plight, delivering goods
like a USAID airdrop on a war-torn nation.
For example, Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
was scheduled to hit streaming platforms on
March 19. But Disney and Lucasfilm, the
companies behind the hit movie, rushed it to
digital early on Friday, March 13. This gave
people stuck at home the opportunity to
check it out over the long first weekend of
our self-isolation. 

Also, just as the Disney studio was
shuttering production, the company’s

streaming service Disney+ announced a gift
to subscribers: The hit animated musical
Frozen II—still showing in a little over 150
movie theaters—would be available starting
Sunday, March 15. The early release was
intended to provide families “some fun and
joy during this challenging period.” 

Virtually all professional sports have been
canceled or had their seasons postponed.
PBS, sensing people might be jonesing for
some athletic action, announced plans to
rerelease Ken Burns’ classic documentary
series “Baseball” for free. “We’ve been
through hugely difficult times before and
we’ve come through because we helped one
another,” said Burns in a statement. “And
we’ve learned that the best way to triumph
over hardship is to come together as a

THIS

WEEK IN
SLOTH

FRIDAY 20

Blow the Man Down (Amazon Prime streaming
anytime) Two women in a tiny fishing village try to
conceal their crime after a gruesome run-in with a
dangerous man. This New England noir comes to
us from first-time filmmakers Bridget Savage Cole
and Danielle Krudy.

The Banker (Apple TV+ streaming anytime) In the
1960s two entrepreneurs (Anthony Mackie and
Samuel L. Jackson) hatch a plan to fight for
housing integration in this based-on-a-true story
drama.

“The English Game” (Netflix streaming anytime)
You might actually have to be British to appreciate
this six-part drama about the history of soccer in
1800s England. Julian Fellowes (Gosford Park,
“Downton Abbey”) is the creator, though, so a few
Anglophiles might slip through.

“The Letter For the King” (Netflix streaming
anytime) A young knight in training (Amir Wilson
from “His Dark Materials”) is sent on a seemingly
simple quest, which puts him in the center of a
magical prophecy. Based on the 1962 young adult
novel by Dutch writer Tonke Dragt.

My Daughter’s Psycho Friend (Lifetime Movies &
Mysteries 6pm) OK, now you’re just projecting,
Lifetime. Dial it back a bit.

SATURDAY 21

“PGA Tour Classic: 2018 Valspar Championship”
(Golf Channel 6pm) I mean, we’re all stuck at
home for the foreseeable future. We might have to

THURSDAY 19

“Altered Carbon: Resleeved” (Netflix
streaming anytime) Netflix’s sci-fi drama
about a future world where bodies are
interchangeable and the rich can live forever
gets an anime spin-off courtesy of Dai Sato
(“Cowboy Bebop,” “Ghost in the Shell:
Standalone Complex”).

“Feel Good” (Netflix streaming anytime)
Comedian Mae Martin is the creator and star
of this LGBTQ dramedy about a woman
navigating a new relationship with her
(formerly straight) girlfriend while trying to
deal with sobriety.

“Tyler Perry’s Ruthless” (BET+ streaming
anytime) BET has a subscription VOD
service? Apparently. And you can watch this
soapy spin-off of “Tyler Perry’s The Oval”
there. You know, in case you don’t have
enough Tyler Perry in your life. It’s about a
woman who kidnaps her daughter and drags
her off to a religious cult.

After Truth: Disinformation and the Cost of Fake
News (HBO 7pm) I fear the people who need
this the most are the ones who are just going
to dismiss it as “fake news.”

Netflix and Chill

TV is here for you

FILM CAPSULES

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

As of press time here at the Weekly

Alibi (5pm, Tuesday, March 17),

four of the major theater chains in

America have shut down

operations nationwide. AMC,

Century, Cinemark and Flix have

closed all their theaters around the

country, including right here in

Albuquerque.

At the moment UNM is on

spring break, and the Student

Union Building (which hosts the

ASUNM Film Center and UNM

Mid-Week Movies) is closed. Given

that UNM's campuses began

limited operation tiers starting

March 17 (which will last until at

least April 5), it seems unlikely that

ASUNM would continue showing

movies.

Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio

Rancho Premiere Cinema and

Guild Cinema remain open—

although this is a fluid situation and

that can change at any time. Before

going to any theater, call or check

their website.

Until our movie theaters reopen,

Alibi can no longer print film

capsules. We will keep you

informed of this ever-changing

situation, and we'll figure out some

other stuff to keep you occupied in

the coming weeks.

eat that old can of beans in the back of the
cabinet, and we might have to watch a 2018 golf
championship.

SUNDAY 22

“Atilla’s Forbidden Tomb” (Science 9pm)
Forbidden, you say? I feel like you may be
overselling what is essentially an archaeological
special. But I’m in.

MONDAY 23

“Freud” (Netflix streaming anytime) In 19th
century Vienna, young Sigmund Freud (Austrian
actor Robert Finster) teams up with a psychic
and a police inspector to solve murder
mysteries. I feel like this is not based on a true
story.

TUESDAY 24

“Council of Dads” (KOB-4 9:01pm) When a
suburban dad (Tom Everett Scott) learns he has
cancer, he recruits a “council” of friends to serve
as father figures, should the need arise.

WEDNESDAY 25

“Eating History” (History 8:03pm) “Vintage
food expert” Old Smokey and collector Josh
Macuga embark on a quest to find, open and eat
the oldest food they can find. Extant cans of
New Coke? A box of Wheaties from 1947? These
guys will chow down on it. a

country. As many of us hunker down in the
days ahead, it’s important that we find
things that bring us together and show us
our common humanity.” Burns’ 1994
series—all nine episodes—is now available
for viewing on PBS.org and all PBS
streaming platforms. 

Looking for something even more
cultural? The Metropolitan Opera in New
York is offering “Nightly Met Opera
Streams,” free HD presentations of award-
winning opera telecasts. That launched on
Monday, March 16 with a performance of
Bizet’s Carmen. All Met Opera streams begin
at 7:30pm EDT and are then available on
the metopera.org homepage for 20 hours. 

Of course, if you don’t currently have
access to a streaming service, keep in mind
that most offer free trial periods—many
lasting long enough to wait out our current
confinement. Amazon Prime Video, Hulu
Basic and Netflix all offer free 30-day trials.
Horror streaming service Shudder, in direct
response to the pandemic, just upped its
seven-day free trial to a whopping 30.
Criteron (the specialist in foreign film) and
Crunchyroll (home to countless anime
series) both have free 14-day trials. CBS All
Access, HBO Now, Showtime, Starz, DC
Universe, BET Plus and British TV hub
Acorn all offer free seven-day trials. Apple
TV Plus has seven days free (or one year free
if you buy a new Apple device). Disney+ is
free for seven days (12 months if you are a
new Verizon Fios customer). Now’s the
perfect time to sign up for all of them and
binge watch the good stuff! ... Also, sanitize
your remote control. a

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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COMMUNITY

SATURDAY MARCH 21

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST

CHURCH Solid Grounds Coffeehouse.

Named for an Irish drinking song, A Jug O’

Punch is an Irish-American band composed

of friends from the Albuquerque Celtic

session scene. 4601 Juan Tabo NE. 7-9pm.

ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/74w8.

SATURDAY MARCH 21

BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. Central NM

Beagle Rescue Spring Celebration. Help raise

money for the rescue with food truck Dawgs

for a Cause. 10200 Corrales Rd NW.

6:30-9pm. 21+. 897-2327. alibi.com/v/744f.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

  CALENDARS

ART & LIT

The worldwide spread of COVID-19 is changing the face of publ ic events 

and gatherings in our country.

Businesses, promotors, organizers and individuals are doing their best to adjust to the constantly evolving health

regulations. This makes it very difficult to predict what events look like on a weekly basis in our town.  Staff at the

Alibi has done its best to deal with the massive number of local events that have been cancelled or postponed. As of

press time (Tuesday, March 17), we believe the following calendar of events to be accurate. We do not want to

contribute to any confusion going on right now. If you plan to attend an event, please call ahead to make sure it is

stil l  happening. If you are canceling or postponing an event that was already announced, let us know. And if you are

bravely continuing to plan, organize and host events, tell  us so we can let our readers know!

THURSDAY MARCH 19

LEARN

SELF SERVE Sensual Restraint Play: Rope Bondage

Intensive. In this 3-hour class, learn safety and

consent info, types of restraints and have time to

do some hands-on guided practice. *Online only.

See event details.* 112 Morningside Dr NE. $40.

5:30-8:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/72z5.

FRIDAY MARCH 20

WELLNESS/FITNESS

SELF SERVE How to Support a Survivor: From Ally

to Accomplice. This class is for survivors, friends,

families and partners. Jimanekia covers what an

ally is, how to be a better ally and different ways to

give and find support in the community. *Online

only. See event details.* 112 Morningside Dr NE.

$25. 6-8pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/72z6.

SATURDAY MARCH 21

KIDS

MAMA’S MINERALS Kids’ Necklace Making Class.

All materials provided with a variety of beads to

choose from and necklace cord. Pre-registration

preferred. 800 20th Street NW. $5. 10:30-11am.

ALL-AGES! 266-8443. alibi.com/v/75hf.

WELLNESS/FITNESS

ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra

Dance. The NM Folk Music and Dance Society pres-

ents a contra dance with all dances taught and live

music. 4915 Hawkins St NE. $8-$9. 7-10pm.

ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/721w.

CHINESE CULTURE CENTER Chin Na for Self

Defense. Learn the Chinese art of seizing and

grasping from an experienced instructor through

self defense applications and partner work. 427

Adams St SE. $80-$120. 10am-noon. 13+.

268-7023. alibi.com/v/72v0.

OLD TOWN HERBAL Soulful Saturday with Liliana.

Book a session with the gemstone and reiki healer.

422 San Felipe St NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES!

289-1142. alibi.com/v/7434.

SUNDAY MARCH 22

MANZANO DEL SOL Death Cafe. Engage in a

conversation to increase awareness of death to

make the most of our finite lives. Drink tea or coffee,

eat cake or cookies and discuss mortality issues.

5201 Roma Ave. NE. 3-5pm. 18+. 265-7215.

alibi.com/v/73ky.

LEARN

SELF SERVE Blowjob Brunch: How to Give and

Receive Stellar Oral Sex. Bulk up the blowjob

résumé with this hands-on (a dildo) workshop

taught by Hunter Riley. *Online only. See event

details.* 112 Morningside Dr NE. $20.

11am-12:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/72z8.

WELLNESS/FITNESS

REMEDY DAY SPA Self Care Sunday Workshop.

This workshop with Brian Matzke is a self care circuit

training experience via 10 self care stations, each

one containing a different machine or modality. 113

Vassar Dr SE. $45. 3-5pm. 18+. 265-9219.

alibi.com/v/74ub.

MONDAY MARCH 23

BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. Magic The

Gathering Monday. Play the strategy card game

with other enthusiasts. Large groups or solo players

welcome and one team minimum required. 10200

Corrales Rd NW. 4-9pm. 21+. 897-2327.

alibi.com/v/74an.

NM DANCE DOCTOR Salsa Dance Class. Enjoy

the fun of one the world’s most famous Latin

dances. 5pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/748l. Also, Zouk

Lambada Dance Class. Learn this sexy, flowing

Brazilian dance. 1720 Juan Tabo Blvd NE. $12.

6:45pm. 18+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/7455.

SELF SERVE Dating as a Survivor. Learn how to

set your boundaries, what types of apps are out

there, how to meet folks, where to meet folks and

how to feel safe going out with humans. *Online

only. See event details.* 112 Morningside Dr NE.

$25. 6-8pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/7441.

TUESDAY MARCH 24

LEARN

SELF SERVE How to Build a Best-Fit Relationship.

This casual educational event is designed to help

provide the tools to figure out needs, wants and

desires and how those play into the best-fit rela-

tionship. *Online only. See event details.* 112

Morningside Dr NE. $20. 6-7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.

alibi.com/v/72z9.

WELLNESS/FITNESS

NM DANCE DOCTOR Tuesday Newcomer Dance

Classes. Learn swing, Latin and Argentine tango.

No experience needed. 1720 Juan Tabo Blvd NE.

$12. 6pm. 18+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/747g.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 25

LEARN

RESONANT ESSENTIALS Dream Workshop. Learn

the language of dreaming with dream translator

Maribeth St Cyr, as she reviews different topics each

week. Dream journals required. 3107 Eubank Blvd

NE. $10. Noon-1:30pm. ALL-AGES! 250-4311.

alibi.com/v/73g4.

WELLNESS/FITNESS

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Cross-Step Waltz

Dance Class. Learn this interesting and unique form

of social waltz dancing. 5506 Coal SE. $12. 6pm.

18+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/746a.

THURSDAY MARCH 19

LEARN

TOLTEC BREWING DIY Memory Wire Bracelet.

Class fee includes all supplies and guidance.

10250 Cottonwood Park NW. $25-$80. 6-7pm.

ALL-AGES! 803-1346. alibi.com/v/74et.

TWOGETHER GALLERY AND MARKET Sketch

Night. Grab a sketchbook and bring supplies to

practice your sketching, doodling and painting

skills. 6pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/74uh. Also,

Sketch Night at TwoGether. Practice sketching,

doodling and painting skills with a chance to meet

other local creatives, bounce ideas and tech-

niques off one another and improve skills. All

levels and ages welcome. 308 Lead Ave SE.

6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 818-5503. alibi.com/v/6zzk.

FRIDAY MARCH 20

WORDS

B. RUPPE DRUGS Make Room for You Open Mic

and Slam. An unforgettable evening of poetry

and community with two of Texas’ most iconic

poets, Glori B. and Teresa Johnson. 807 Fourth

Street SW. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 985-9708.

alibi.com/v/75kk.

SATURDAY MARCH 21

WORDS

EL CHANTE: CASA DE CULTURA Nunca sin

Angélica. Celebrate a Nuevamexicana’s first chil-

dren’s book as Loretta Naranjo Lopez and illus-

trator Ronald J. Chavez sign the work. 804 Park

Ave SW. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 400-9201.

alibi.com/v/75jg.

ORGANIC BOOKS Barbara Langner Book

Signing. The author signs her new cozy mystery

Murder Haunts the Theater, in which amateur

sleuth Monica Walters investigates the death of

an actress at an Albuquerque theater. 111 Carlisle

Blvd SE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 553-3823.

alibi.com/v/72vp.

SUNDAY MARCH 22

WORDS

ORGANIC BOOKS Corby Knight Book Signing.

The local herb expert answers gardening ques-

tions and signs copies of his book, It Started With

Comfrey: My Ten Years of Medicinal Herb

Propagation. 111 Carlisle Blvd SE. 3pm.

ALL-AGES! 553-3823. alibi.com/v/72vq.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE S.M. Stirling Signing

Event. The sci-fi and alternate history author cele-

brates the release of the third book in his alternate

World War series, Shadows of Annihilation. 5850

Eubank Blvd NE. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026.

alibi.com/v/752a.

MONDAY MARCH 23

LEARN

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Pints and Prints.

Local printmaker Alicia Lopez walks through the

process of hand-pulled relief printmaking. 8305

Second Street NW. $40. 6pm-8:30am. 433-3537.

alibi.com/v/744b.

FILM

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY ‘Bachelor’

Watch Party. Watch the reality show amongst

other fans. 1912 Second Street NW. 7-10pm.

ALL-AGES! 900-3909. alibi.com/v/72wd.



THURSDAY MARCH 19

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Justin Evan

Thompson • singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Shawn Brooks • country •

6pm • $5 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Alex Maryol Band • blues,

acoustic • 7pm • FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Oscar Butler • contemporary, folk • 7pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!

SIDE EFFEX Gal Pal Happy Hour • Sarah

Kennedy • pop, disco • 6pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Sean Farley • blues •

8:30pm • FREE • 21+
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FRIDAY MARCH 20

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS

Uptown Jazz Session • Jazz Brasileiro •

bossa nova • 6pm

MUSIC

  CALENDARS

FRIDAY MARCH 20

DIRTY BOURBON Todd Howell and Hard Luck •

variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • jam

band • 8:30pm • FREE

LAVA ROCK BREWING COMPANY Leah Leyva •

classic rock, blues, singer-songwriter • 8pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Kirk Matthews • soul, singer-songwriter • 8pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!

STILL SPIRITS Burque Boiler Room Beats •

future bounce, dance, electro, baile funk •

7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. DJ Cello • variety •

8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Dogbrain •

blues, rock • 5pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE DJ D-Monic •

funk, hip-hop • 6pm

URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE

Roger All Star • classic rock • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Comedy

Roast Battles March Madness Tournament •

roast comedy • 8pm

SATURDAY MARCH 21

B2B2 BARRIO UPTOWN Saturday Night Jazz •

Shimon’s Free Agents • jazz • 6:30pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!

THE BARLEY ROOM Flashback • rock, oldies •

8:30pm • FREE • 21+

THE COOPERAGE Son Como Son • Cuban

salsa • 9:30pm • $10 • 21+

DIALOGUE BREWING March Madness DJ

Battle • MRMVL • Speed One • Ryan Demond •

DJ Flo Fader • hip-hop • 8pm • $5 • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Todd Howell and Hard Luck •

variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • jam band •

8:30pm • FREE • 21+

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Spring

Fever Flirt Game • DJ Flo Fader • hip-hop •

Khalil • 7pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Ryan Biter • singer-

songwriter • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Russell Ash •

acoustic, singer-songwriter • 6pm

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Last Call • swing,

jazz, soul, blues, R&B • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-

Up Spectacular • stand-up comedy • 9:30pm •

$5 • 18+

SUNDAY MARCH 22

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY RJ Perez •

funk, blues • 5:30pm • FREE

WEDNESDAY MARCH 25

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Hurdle •

folk, country, pop, rock • 7:30pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK ‘Better Call

Saul’ Season 5 Watch Party. The BCS Three

Strikes Group hosts Marq and Ed with prizes, beer

and ABQ’s favorite show on the big screen. 1800

Fourth Street NW. 6-9pm. 243-6752.

alibi.com/v/75rx.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 25

WORDS

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Writing Wednesday. A

place for writers to write and get critiques on

pages. 118 Tulane Dr SE. 5-8pm. 433-5654.

alibi.com/v/75s5.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.



Star Canyon

Quarry

(Self-released)

On opener “Antidote,”

what starts as a broadly

atmospheric composition

for guitar ultimately

resolves into a winding

melody with windy and

echoing vocals following

along almost casually.

The sonic journey here is

toward understanding physical phenomena

on Earth, but the piquant, almost twee

phrasing of the vocals evokes a sort of

magic that becomes more abundant as the

work progresses. The work—in its entirety

and often obliquely—refers to processes

that damage our planet. That makes it even

more compelling and timely. The fourth

track, “(shale),” seems to describe a

relentlessly abrasive set of circumstances.

The next track, titled “Dreamed It Like

Flying,” seems to literally soar away from

that world, introducing a fragile melody with

dreamily meandering vocals as a

counterpoint to all that came before. While

stunningly delicate in some places, there is

an underlying bright brutality to this work,

as the closer, “Cruising Fire,” aptly and

rhythmically demonstrates.

McKernin Edna

Heart Attack

(Self-released)

I’m trying to get this. It

sounds like the future,

but it could be just one

possible future getting all

the attention on a record

that claims to have come

straight outta the Burkes

but could have originated

anywhere in the world

where interweb avatars

are doing double duty for actual humans

consumed by other tasks. Ahem. You’ll

have plenty of time figure that out in the

coming couple of weeks, and that’s a good

thing. This release gets more mystifying

with each new listen—or viewing of the

underlying, identifying data associated with

this particular art object—proceeds. The

links on the page where the

aforementioned EP is housed all go to cray

graphic arts or anime sites filled with

cuteness but also kind of over-bright and

hence dark. It’s all pure-pop nonsense, but

then again, maybe not. My favorite track is

the first one, a little ditty called

“Schizophrenia.”

Gemiini

Modern Day Cowboy

(HRSUnderground)

The latest record out of

Albuquerque’s very,

very interesting

alternative hip-hop

scene is one of those

slabs that listeners want

to keep handy for jam

time purposes and

listening sessions that

occur when a trip to the

outer planets in search of enlightenment is

not quite enough. The lush production

values and heroic tone of first track “Open

Your Mind” is properly balanced against the

groovy fortitude and funk of number two

track “Message To My Friends,” which

rattles into existence and lifts off on a

quasi-orchestral note that kind of reminds

me of the beginning of Radiohead’s

“Polyethylene, Part II” before coalescing

into a more traditionally influenced flow that

booms and baps with the best of them. The

rhymes on track four, “Renegade,” are

totally digable and the message here is

notably optimistic—as mentioned before,

this a super-fine set of tunes to have around

always. a
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Music Videos to the Rescue

It may not be live but it is real

Saturday

And just like that, abracadabra, here is an
awesome change-up for Saturday night.
We figure you’re gonna have some sort of
intimate dinner party or slow-moving,
comfortably small soiree at home that
night with your pet dogs and cats, partner
and Scrabble board all in attendance. 

You can get the evening rolling in a
spectacularly fancy way by exploring and
jamming out to the music of that unique
postmodern duo Courtney Barnett &
Kurt Vile.

For those of you in need of some
updating (that’s right, self-isolating Gen-
Xers), listeners are reminded that Barnett
is an Aussie folk sensation and that Vile is
an American singer-songwriter whose
work teeters dangerously and beautifully
on an edge apart from Barnett’s
deliciously detached ennui. Together they
make some combination.

Start your listening with the NPR Tiny
Desk Concert featuring the two. It can be
accessed at
youtube.com/watch?v=JQs5XagfheI for
those reading this in text and lovingly
copying the URL down for later use.

Then get down to their sound with
such amazing work as is demonstrated on
a live performance for Pitchfork called
“Sea Lice by the Seaside”. My favorites on
this live performance are “Continental
Breakfast” and closer “Untogether.” The
video is available at YouTube at this
address:
youtube.com/watch?v=wmAYzy_HAaY.

Sunday

Sunday is sometimes seen as a day of
reflection and contemplation. That’s cool,
unless you want to rock out. In which
case, it is perfectly fine to check out the
following Sunday morning-type of
uplifting and transcendent video. At an
hour and a half-long, it’s the perfect
thing to listen to before spending the day
out in nature, walking and thinking about
how beautiful springtime in Burque can
be, virus or no virus.

It’s the band Chicago in concert at
Tanglewood back in 1970. Midwest rock
never had it so good and pure or jazzy.
Find it at
youtube.com/watch?v=_oAoSZ2y1cw.

Be seeing you. a

SONIC REDUCER

BY AUGUST MARCH

MUSIC | SHOW UP! by August March

Many of you are out there
wondering what to do on those
nights when you’d otherwise be

engaged in laughing, dancing, listening
to live music and loving life at the local
rock club, brewery, casino or all-ages
venue.

In the event that such, indeed, is the
case, the experts at Weekly Alibi’s music
section used their enormous but
sometimes rambly brain power to come
up with a suitable solution.

While it’s a given that staying in for the
duration of this national emergency is a
wise course of action—except for quick
trips to get gas or groceries or dog food,
ese, that’s what we’re planning—that
doesn’t mean you have to give up music
or dancing entirely or forever.

As a matter of fact, there was a time in
the not-too-distant past when this very
section made its proverbial bread and
butter on the likes of things like playlists
and other abstract listening tools.

And we find our selves in a similar
space now; though the reasons are
manifestly different, here we are.

So, in order to entertain you, we offer
the following, whilst noting that Show
Up! will be back, in all its live and
unencumbered glory, soon.

And while we’re at it, please do try to
stay in and enjoy this day-by-day sonic
journey—curated by none other than
August March—designed to empower
you, the listener, past trouble and into joy.

Friday

No matter what else you have planned for
the first night of this gloriously
introverted yet illuminating weekend, you
can get it all started in a “Grand Royale”
way by spending a couple hours checking
out some of the most amazingly
entertaining and totally def videos out
there in YouTube land.

Of course I’m talking about music
videos featuring Beastie Boys; some were
directed by luminaries like Spike Jonze or
the late Nathanial Hörnblowér himself,
and they are perfect for getting things
going on a Friday night, so “Ch-Check It
Out.”

Number One on my list is the totally
weird and freaked out video for “Don’t
Play No Game That I Can’t Win” feat.
Santigold. You can watch the video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-QIiVS_7Hs
but be forewarned: It has puppets! And
also moments of sophomoric humor and
violence with a hilariously messed-up
ending—yet with Director Jonze at the
helm, the results are pretty, pretty, pretty
good.

Follow up with Nathanial Hörnblowér’s
epic video for “Ch-Check It Out”
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iuGp9gUeN
k&t=42s), and then get down with a live
rendition of “Sabotage” courtesy of that
ancient and informed relic called “The
Late Show with David Letterman.” Finish
it up with a funky 1990s-style
documentary on the three at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZn-
fO1W_dE and there goes your Friday
evening!

Beastie Boys MADDIY JULIEN



Montgomery and Eubank that attracted
heaps of UNM undergraduates on
weekend nights, despite its distance from
the school. LePark became Biarritz in
1988, Cole remembers.

“At LePark, I started playing some of
the groundbreaking ’80s music that we
still play today. It was ground zero for
some really great music because it opened
smack in the middle of the ’80s. Both
Cheer’s and LePark had under-21 nights
that were huge.”

Downtown

Cole continued his historical overview,
telling our music editor, “I remember a
friend of mine did a couple of events at El
Rey in 1988. I had never really seen
Downtown as a place for nightlife until
those shows. There were shows and a few
minimal things going on Downtown back
then,” he recalls, “but it was very little.”

After that experience came the first
ideas for a modern rock club in downtown
Burque. Cole remembers that, “In 1988,
Mike Goodwin and a couple of partners,
John Smith and Roger Bishop, got
together to build Beyond Ordinary. I was
brought in to help. We got a lease on the
building in 1988, and we started working
on it then, but we did most of the work in
the first half of 1989 and opened in May
of that year. Beyond Ordinary was the
first fully alternative night club built in
Albuquerque, period. Prior to that, it was
very commercialized, very Top 40-
oriented at the clubs and bars.”

Having grown up in the Duke City—
including time spent as an undergraduate
at UNM in the late-1980s—our reporter
then asked Cole if he remembers the
punked-out industrial design featured at
Beyond Ordinary, such as tables made
from tires and plywood that hung from
heavy chains wired into the ceiling.

“It was a punk rock space. It was a very
industrial space,” Cole recalled, adding,
“One of the actual highlights of the
things we originally did there—and we

hours listening to The Bolshoi weren’t
actually goths?”

Cole laughed quietly to himself before
answering, noting that, “The style, the
clothing, the music were all there,” before
reiterating that the term “goth” was
originally what outsiders called some of
the descendants of the rave scene.

A Rave

“Many people in Burque credit me with
starting the rave scene and the goth scene
in Albuquerque,” Cole humbly admits,
before adding that the two scenes are
intertwined in many ways but still totally
singular.

“The truth is,” Cole continues,
“Beyond Ordinary closed and eventually
became Club UN, the center of both of
those scenes.”

Cole also hosted an after-hours club in
downtown Burque between 1993 and
1994. Called Ritual, the raved-out dance
spot was in the same spot on Central
Avenue where Anodyne and Sister now
rule the roost.

“Ritual was an after-hours club that
began to happen just before the local rave
culture became defined. We had done
raves before Ritual existed.” Both Cole
and our reporter then take time to think
about all the cool places—from out in the
East Mountains to the South Valley’s Five
Points Shopping Center—where Cole and
his collaborators Aaron Latham and Lisa
Wortman held events in 1993 and 1994
that usually ran from midnight until 6am.
“My first event like that was at Downtown
Louie’s [now the Downtown Distillery].
That was the first rave we ever did. That
was a rave called Insomnia and it
happened in May of 1992.”

We asked Cole how his influence
brought raves to The Land of
Enchantment. Again, the stalwart DJ
recalled the early ’90s and the moments
leading up to the creation of Insomnia. “I
went to to LA in the early part of 1992.
And I went to a rave. And I thought, ‘this
is so cool.’ Then, I went to DC in April to
see my grandparents. I went to a rave
there, too. It was this amazing thing that
made me think that I had literally seen
the future. I came home and, within a few
weeks, we had a party planned. Then we
started doing raves here in Albuquerque.
What a riot that was!”

Asked about his influence, why he did
what he did and the effect of all that on
Burque’s popular culture—as things in
the scene shift dramatically away from the
past—Cole was passionately reserved,
concluding our talk by saying, “The way I
feel about it now is that people need to
continue supporting the local scene. So
go to the show. If you can’t go out, then
buy a copy of the record. Some of these
things are priceless.”

That sounds like very good advice—
past, present or future. a

didn’t have a proper stage or anything
like that—was to host Front Line
Assembly in concert.”

“Quickbeam Systems did the sound for
that one,” the DJ further recalls.
Quickbeam Systems, a local rock and roll
lighting and sound company, founded by
Burqueños Gary Mathews on sound and
Kurt Jaeckel on lights, was often
employed as the technical expert needed
to make Cole’s early events happen,
loudly and brightly.

“I remember standing at that show,
inside Beyond Ordinary, and thinking
that it was the loudest show I’d ever
heard. Quickbeam used their notorious
blue B-System stacks to make it sound like
total alternative thunder.”

“In those days, Wax Trax Records and
industrial music was really happening,
and Beyond Ordinary was the place to
hear those sounds,” Cole reflected on
those facts while our reporter thought
about the age from whence they came. It
was certainly true that—at the end of the
’80s—all sorts of Chicago-based music,
from house to the aforementioned
industrial-strength noise outta Wax Trax,
had landed with force in Albuquerque,
changing established club norms once
again in the process.

Goth Not Goth

Then Cole reminded people reading
along with this story that, in those
halcyon days, industrial music was
replacing the likes of The Cure and The
Smiths as the dark bands du jour. “I like
to tell people that they didn’t say ‘goth’
back then. That was an invented word. It
didn’t start to become a phrase [or a
descriptor] until about 1994, I think.”

A bit confused by the whole
nomenclature thing, our reporter then
took the opportunity to ask Cole to clarify
his position, inquiring humbly, “So folks
who had pictures of the Angel of Death
from Bergman’s Seventh Seal pasted on
their dorm room wall or spent their off-

It Was Beyond Ordinary

Brad Cole discusses Burque’s scene

Back in the before time, when
August March began his tenure as
the music editor for Weekly Alibi, we

made a commitment to cover the best of
Burque’s music scene, from notable
upcoming concerts to recordings and
information needed to navigate an
incredibly diverse local music community.

We also promised our lively and
growing audience that we’d cover all sorts
of genres with equal gusto and glee—no
longer singling out hep local indie rock as
our best friend forever.

Exactly five years later, we thought we
had succeeded. For instance, now hip-
hop, art music and indie rock all get
joyfully covered on these pages. But now
we’re faced with a life-changing dilemma.
The COVID-19 outbreak has made live
shows, festivals and even small gatherings
for live music at your local brewery things
of the past.

We’ll get through it and, in the
meantime, ask you to embrace the sort of
self-reflection borne out by being socially
distant from large groups of your fellow
clubgoers, musicians and servers.

This week, we’re going to continue
where we started five years ago, with a
really cool read about the history of the
music scene in Burque. This week, we
talked with preeminent DJ and
impresario Brad Cole.

Strange Days

If you talk to people in this town—the
ones that remember the music scene from
coming up in the Duke City—you’re
bound to hear Brad Cole’s name.

To many, Cole is considered one of the
progenitors of the current music scene
here in this town. In May 1989, Cole and
a group of other local music types and
investors opened the first modern rock
club in downtown Albuquerque—certainly
the first club to eschew cover bands and
Top 40 rock—Beyond Ordinary.

Cole sat down and made himself
comfortable at Alibi HQ before we asked
him to talk about his work in this town.
For cosmic effect, he brought along three
T-shirts from his days at B.O. Before
hitting the record button, our reporter
comically noted that not even the XL size
of such T-shirts would fit either of them
now.

Beginnings

Cole began the discourse by talking about
his roots, telling your favorite weekly
newspaper that, “I started out in the DJ
business at the end of 1985.” Cole is a
1985 graduate of Sandia High School
who started out deejaying at a club called
Cheers. It was located—as most live music
venues were back in those days—in the
far Northeast Heights on Eubank
Boulevard. Now the building houses TD’s
Eubank Showclub. After that gig, Cole
moved on to LePark, a dance club on
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COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
Brad Cole
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Cherry O’s at High Desert Relief

It was a brisk day when I decided to stop

at High Desert Relief (4840 Pan American

Fwy. NE Ste. H) to simply browse around

and kill some time. I decided to pick a

strain at random from a handful that

intrigued me. What I ended up with, by

chance or perhaps luck, was a strain

named Cherry O’s (THC: 21.550%, CBD:

0.530%—$10/gram). The name made

me fantasize that I’d open the capsule

and hear some ’50s ad jingle for an

obscure brand of cereal chime out from

within. With this cartoonish thought in

mind, I zoomed home to take a closer

look and indulge in all its glories.

I laid down my things and scurried

over to unveil the Cherry O’s, relishing

its splendor. Much to my dismay, no

silly tune came ringing out. 

I looked at an alluringly robust chunk

of plant. The buds were very large and

condensed with clearly defined clusters

that were heavily frosted and coated in

sugars. These defined nuggets and

chunks would snap off from the main

body with a satisfying crunch when

pulled or tugged at. The color of the bud

was a pale green that was close to

yellow in places with curly clumps of

rust-colored hairs hiding in various

nooks and crannies throughout.

When I took a deep whiff of Cherry

O’s, I picked up woody and musty

scents with faintly sweet berry notes. I

was curious to see if the weak fruit

scent would translate to any similar

flavor profiles. I tore at the chunks of

bud in front of me and packed a finely

ground bowl. Once I finally lit it up, I

was greeted by a stale, herby and

diesel-like taste that was slightly harsh.

Upon exhalation, however, I detected

those same sweet notes I smelled

earlier. These rich notes I experienced

while exhaling seemed to soften the

harshness of the hits and added a

sprinkle of sugary tang.

I noticed that I was much calmer and

relaxed once I set the bowl down and

took a seat in my living room. The

effects lulled me to a comfortably numb

state that gave me a carefree sense of

ease within my surroundings. I felt

introspective and got lost in my

thoughts. What seemed like mere

moments of quiet contemplation quickly

turned into an hour. This is a great strain

for blowing off steam and getting into a

cozy state of mind, but I couldn’t seem

to get much done. This would be a

great strain for patients seeking to

reduce overall stress, relieve pain, battle

nausea or fight depression. The sweet

smell and taste of Cherry O’s made this

a very enjoyable strain to partake in, and

the effects were incredibly soothing but

not at all overbearing. a

STRAIN CORNER

BY EDWARD BARRETT

BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS by Joshua Lee

As madness grips Albuquerque, and
toilet paper becomes worth its
weight in gold, cannabis patients

should at least be able to take some of the
edge off with a calm puff taken at home—
sealed away from exotic illnesses and toxic
panic. But, apparently, even that sacred
ritual could be soiled by medication
hoarding in response to outbreaks of
COVID-19.

According to statements made by some
of the state’s licensed cannabis producers, a
shortage is possible if patients begin
stockpiling marijuana. Ultra Health
President Duke Rodriguez told the Santa Fe
Reporter that if every cannabis patient in
New Mexico were to buy a month’s worth
of meds, the state could face a serious
shortage. He said increased sales in
February could indicate that patients are
stockpiling cannabis. As he pointed out,
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention recommends that people
in danger of being exposed to the
new novel coronavirus should obtain
enough “extra necessary medications”
to last a “prolonged period of time.”

But many dispensaries are already
taking extra sanitation precautions, and
some are even offering curbside assistance
to patients who are worried about being
exposed to (or exposing others to) the
novel coronavirus. When it comes to
actual cannabis flower, there is no
indication of an impending shortage in
New Mexico on the immediate horizon. As
far as supply goes, it should be business as
usual, as long as everybody maintains their
composure and refrains from irrationally
buying a month’s worth of marijuana. And,
if there were a threat to supplies, it would
only take around six to eight weeks for new
crops to be harvested—certainly not the
end of the world.

The only area where some producers
have shown concern is over vape cartridge
supplies. Many of the components used to
make disposable vape cartridges come
from China, and there are worries that the
supply chain will be interrupted. But vape
cartridges only make up a portion of
medical cannabis sales.

My advice: If you haven’t contracted
COVID-19, don’t stockpile cannabis. You’re
not helping yourself as much as you are
harming the community. Just think of all
those empty toilet paper shelves at the
supermarket—empty, despite the fact that
there’s no actual shortage. You don’t want
to be like those jerks who are currently
sitting on mountains of useless toilet paper
rolls while their neighbors collect napkins
and newspapers.

To avoid a cannabis shortage, don’t
listen to people who have a vested
economic interest in selling you stockpiles
of cannabis. Just be a good neighbor and
avoid hoarding what others could use for
yourself.

If, however, you are one of the 23 New
Mexico residents who (as of press time)
have contracted the virus, then by all
means, make arrangements with your
favorite dispensary and buy a mountain of
weed with which to hunker down.

Supreme Court Petitioned

on GRT

Last week, the state Attorney General’s
office filed a petition with the New Mexico
Supreme Court on behalf of the state
Taxation and Revenue Department asking
for clarification on whether medical
cannabis is exempt from gross receipts tax.

Under state law, businesses are required
to pay a gross receipts tax to the state and
municipalities for the privilege of doing
business in those areas. The TRD says that
tax is usually passed onto customers,
either explicitly or by its inclusion in the
retail price of the item. 

But prescription drugs are exempt, and
according to NM Political Report, some
licensed cannabis producers say medical
marijuana should be exempt, too. In 2014,
Sacred Garden reportedly asked TRD for a
gross receipts tax refund. The request was
denied, but in January, a state Court of
Appeals ruled that a medical doctor’s

recommendation to use cannabis was
essentially the same as a prescription and
agreed that medical cannabis should be
exempt—the same as other prescription
medicines.

The state Attorney General office’s
petition is asking for clarification before
moving forward. In the request, Special
Assistant Attorney General Cordelia
Friedman says that since federal law
forbids prescribing cannabis, the drug
cannot be considered a “prescription.”
“The term ‘prescription’ does not appear
in the [Lynn and Erin Compassionate Use]
Act or the regulation promulgated to
provide guidance for individuals wanting
to obtain ‘registry identification cards’ to
receive medical marijuana,” Friedman
wrote.

Friedman also questioned
arguments that a tax exemption for

producers and dispensaries
would be passed on to patients.
“There is no discernible
benefit to those in medical
need when Sacred Garden
receives its requested refund

predicated on past sales where
it undisputedly [sic] charged gross

receipts tax to its customers with no
obligation to refund it to those
customers,” Friedman wrote.

A number of dispensaries have
reportedly promised to discontinue
charging taxes following that Court of

Appeals decision.

New Mexico Makes Top 10

List

In good news: New Mexico has one of the
highest rates of dispensaries per capita in
the nation—despite being a medical
cannabis-only state.

A study commissioned by Verilife and
released last month claims that New
Mexico has 5.2 dispensaries for every
100,000 residents, making it the seventh
most densely dispensary-populated state.
The top state on the list was Oregon with
16.5 dispensaries for every 100,000
residents. Santa Fe made it onto the top 30
cities list—with 5.9 dispensaries for every
50,000 people.

New Mexico also made it onto the Top
10 list for taxation revenue collected from
cannabis sales—coming in at number nine
with around $9,000,000 in 2018. The top
earner was California with a whopping
$345,000,000 collected in the same time
period.

According to the site, the study
analyzed cannabis tax revenue data via the
Department of Revenue in each state
where medical or recreational marijuana is
legal. The revenue data was from 2018,
except for Massachusetts where data was
only available for November and
December of 2018. a

Coronavirus and Weed

Will COVID-19 affect cannabis supply?



W e interrupt your regularly scheduled
horoscopes to offer insights about
the virus-driven turning point that

the whole world is now experiencing.

As you’ve probably guessed, all of us are being

invited to re-evaluate everything we think we know

about what it means to be human. I refer to this

unprecedented juncture as The Tumultuous

Upgrade or The Disruptive Cure. It’s fraught with

danger and potential opportunities; crisis and

possible breakthroughs. 

And while the coronavirus is the main driving force,

it won’t be the only factor. We must be ready for

more Rough, Tough Healings disguised as Bumpy

Challenges in the coming months.

Here’s the astrological lowdown: Throughout 2020,

there’s a rare confluence of three planets in

Capricorn: Pluto, Saturn and Jupiter. They are

synergizing each other’s impacts in ways that

confound us and rattle us. In the best-case scenario,

they’ll also energize us to initiate brave

transformations in our own personal lives as well as

in our communities.

Below is a profile of each planet’s meaning.

When we are in intense and intimate relationship

with Pluto—as we are now—we’re invited to dive

down deeper: to see life from the soul’s perspective

rather than from the ego’s; to seek wealth and

meaning not as they’re defined by the material

world but as they’re understood by the part of us

that’s eternal. Descending into the mysterious

Plutonian depths can be disruptive to our conscious

beliefs and intentions, but may ultimately be

profoundly regenerative.

When we are in intense and intimate relationship

with Saturn, we’re invited to get more serious and

focused; to register the fact that we don’t have

unlimited time and energy, but must firmly decide

what’s important and what’s not. We’re asked to be

ruthlessly honest about the roles that are most likely

to bring out the best in us.

When we are in intense and intimate relationship

with Jupiter, we’re invited to risk growth and

expansion; to take proactive responsibility for

seeking the rich experiences that our souls long for;

to aggressively enhance our lust for life.

Now I invite you to meditate on the potent mix of

Plutonian, Saturnian and Jupiterian energies. I

encourage you to respond to the convulsion by

deepening your understanding of how profoundly

interconnected we all are and upgrading the way

you take care of yourself, the people you love, and

our natural world.

In the horoscopes below, I suggest personal shifts

that will be available to you during this once-in-a-

lifetime blend of planetary energies.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. Your power spot may be

challenged or compromised. 2. Your master plan

might unravel. 3. There could be disruptions in

your ability to wield your influence. Potential
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opportunities: 1. You’ll be motivated to find an

even more suitable power spot. 2. A revised

master plan will coalesce. 3. You’ll be resourceful

as you discover novel ways to wield your

influence. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. Your vision of the big

picture of your life may dissipate. 2. Old reliable

approaches to learning crucial lessons and

expanding your mind could lose their

effectiveness. Potential opportunities: 1. You’ll be

inspired to develop an updated vision of the big

picture of your life. 2. Creative new strategies for

learning and expanding your mind will

invigorate your personal growth. 

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Possible crises in the

coming months: 1. There may be breakdowns in

communication with people you care about. 2.

Contracts and agreements could fray. 3. Sexual

challenges might complicate love. Potential

opportunities: 1. You’ll be inspired to reinvent

the ways you communicate and connect. 2. Your

willingness to revise agreements and contracts

could make them work better for all concerned.

3. Sexual healing will be available.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. Friends and associates

could change in ways that are uncomfortable for

you. 2. Images and expectations that people have

of you may not match your own images and

expectations. Potential opportunities: 1. If you’re

intelligent and compassionate as you deal with

the transformations in your friends and

associates, your relationships could be

rejuvenated. 2. You might become braver and

more forceful in expressing who you are and

what you want. 

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Possible crises in the

coming months: 1. Your job may not suit you as

well as you wish. 2. A health issue could demand

more of your attention than you’d like. Potential

opportunities: 1. You’ll take innovative action to

make your job work better for you. 2. In your

efforts to solve a specific health issue, you’ll

upgrade your entire approach to staying healthy

long-term. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Possible crises in the

coming months: 1. Love may feel confusing or

unpredictable. 2. You may come up against a

block to your creativity. Potential opportunities:

1. You’ll be energized to generate new

understandings about how to ensure that love

works well for you. 2. Your frustration with a

creative block will motivate you to uncover

previously hidden keys to accessing creative

inspiration.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Possible crises in the

coming months: 1. You may experience

disturbances in your relationships with home and

family. 2. You may falter in your ability to

maintain a strong foundation. Potential

opportunities: 1. Domestic disorder could inspire

you to reinvent your approach to home and
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family, changing your life for the better. 2.

Responding to a downturn in your stability and

security, you’ll build a much stronger foundation. 

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. There may be carelessness

or a lack of skill in the ways you and your

associates communicate and cultivate

connectivity. 2. You may have problems blending

elements that really need to be blended. Potential

opportunities: 1. You’ll resolve to communicate

and cultivate connectivity with a renewed

panache and vigor. 2. You’ll dream up fresh

approaches to blending elements that need to be

blended.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Possible

crises in the coming months: 1. Money may be

problematic. 2. Your personal integrity might

undergo a challenge. 3. You could get lax about

translating your noble ideas into practical

actions. Potential opportunities: 1. You’ll find

inventive solutions for boosting your wealth. 2.

You’ll take steps to ensure your ethical code is

impeccable. 3. You’ll renew your commitment to

translating your noble ideals into practical

action.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Possible

predicament during the coming months: You

may have an identity crisis. Who are you,

anyway? What do you really want? What are your

true intentions? Potential opportunity: You’ll

purge self-doubts and fuzzy self-images. You’ll

rise up with a fierce determination to define

yourself with clarity and intensity and creativity. 

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. You’ll be at risk for

botched endings. 2. You may be tempted to avoid

solving long-term problems whose time is up.

Potential opportunities: 1. You’ll make sure all

endings are as graceful and complete as possible.

2. You’ll dive in and finally resolve long-term

problems whose time is up. 

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Possible crises in

the coming months: 1. Due to worries about your

self-worth, you may not accept the help and

support that are available. 2. Due to worries

about your self-worth, you might fail to bravely

take advantage of chances to reach a new level of

success. Potential opportunities: 1. You’ll take

dramatic action to enhance your sense of self-

worth, empowering you to welcome the help and

support you’re offered and take advantage of

chances to reach a new level of success. a

FOR MORE ON THE TUMULTUOUS UPGRADE, GO

TO FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly

audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio

horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)

950-7700.
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General Services

w
GRAPHIC

DESIGN &

PRINTING

Full Service Graphic

Design! Logo,

Website, Stationary &

Apparel Printing,

Photography etc. Fast

and affordable!

Contact today! Email-

info@xspanned.com

Phone- 505-203-5245 

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC

TEST 

STRIPS FOR $CASH$

& FREE PICK-UP!

Highest CASH Prices

Paid In NM For Your

Diabetic Test Strips

And FREE Pick-UP!

Help Others(Those

Without Insurance) &

Make Money Too!

Call: 505-203-6806

Music/Musicians

w
DIGITAL

RECORDING

STUDIO

We Record, Mix and

Master your Project.

(Only $40. Per Hour)

Acapella, Audio Book,

Solo,

Group/Band,DJ/Mixta

pe, Acoustic etc.

EMAIL:

info@xspanned.com

Musicians

Wanted/Available

w
STRATUS

PHEAR

AVAILABLE

For your party or

special event,

STRATUS PHEAR,

Albuquerque’s

premier rock band can

make it special. Go to

stratusphere..com or

call 505-266-7591 for

details. 

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com/ads

classifieds@alibi.com 

(505) 346-0660 ext 248

Employment

FRESQUEZ

COMPANIES

Join our team at

Albuquerque

Sunport! Many

positions to choose

from! Apply at

www.fresquezcompa

nies.com then call

Body & Soul

MASSAGE 

Young college

student with a nice

clean studio near the

university offering

therapeutic massage

9am until 6pm

(505)295-9458

Monday-Saturday

lic# 9993

Licensed Massage

HEAL & RELAX!

Treat yourself to

powerful healing,

deep relaxation. 25

years experience.

$60 Katrina

LMT#6855 (505)506-

4016

innovative.massaget

herapy.com

READER NOTICE: The

State of New Mexico

Department of

Regulation and

licensing requires

LOW RATES!

LOW RATES! Fully

furnished studios.

FREE utilities. NO

CREDIT CHECK. Call

now & move in

today: 505-225-1216

YOU WILL GET

RESULTS when you

place your classified

ad in the Weekly Alibi.

Call 346-0660 ext. 248

today!

505.842.4292 to

schedule an

interview. 

WEEKLY ALIBI

READERS SPAN every

generation, from the

Baby Busters to the

Baby Boomers.

Distributed

throughout Abq, Rio

Rancho, Corrales,

East Mountain,

Bernalillo, Placitas,

Santa Fe and Los

Lunas. The Alibi is

available at

restaurants, grocery

stores, college

campuses, select

Apartments

LOW RATES!

BRAND NEW Fully

Furnished Studio

Apartments – no

credit check & no

lease req. Call Now:

505-225-2673

NEWLY

RENOVATED

NEWLY

RENOVATED,

furnished studios.

Laundry Onsite.

Cable & Utilities

INCLUDED. Call

now: 505-226-6932

Sign up for our new newsletter at alibi.com
For more information, or to advertise, email

advertising@alibi.com

Your source for cannabis news, events
and opinion viewed through a distinctly

New Mexican lens.

Your source for cannabis news, events
and opinion viewed through a distinctly

New Mexican lens.

Notices

Announcements

Thanks to St.

Jude

In gratitude for hearing

my prayer. Thank you

St. Jude! I am forever

grateful. LG

w
MAKE A CLASSY

AD CLASSIER

Extra-bold and color

headlines are available.

Add an image for

more attention! Your

ad can stick out as

much as this one.

Legal

EMERGENCY

ORDINANCE

CITY of

ALBUQUERQUE

TWENTY FOURTH

COUNCIL 

COUNCIL BILL NO.

F/S O-20-04

ENACTMENT NO. 

O-2020-010_

SPONSORED BY: Pat

Davis ORDINANCE

UPDATING “CIVIL

EMERGENCY

POWERS,”

SECTIONS 2-9-1-1

THROUGH 2-9-1-8,

OF THE REVISED

ORDINANCES OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

AND “OFFICE OF

EMERGENCY

PREPAREDNESS”,

SECTION 2-9-2-1

THROUGH 2-9-2-2.

CIUDAD de

ALBUQUERQUE

VIGÉSIMO CUARTO

CONCEJO

PROYECTO DE LEY

MUNICIPAL NÚM.

F/S O-20-04

PROMULGACIÓN

NÚM. _O-2020-010_

PATROCINADO POR:

Pat Davis

ORDENANZA PARA

ACTUALIZAR LAS

SECCIONES 2-9-1-1

A 2-9-1-8 DE LOS

“PODERES EN

EMERGENCIAS

CIVILES” DE LAS

ORDENANZAS

REVISADAS DE

ALBUQUERQUE Y

LAS SECCIONES 2-9-

2-1 A 2-9-2-2 DE LA

“OFICINA DE

PREPARACIÓN PARA

EMERGENCIAS”. 

retailers and various

downtown locations.

Coverage includes

politics, humor, film,

opinion, music, art

and the most

comprehensive

entertainment guide

in Nuevo Mexico.

¡Arriba!

Real Estate

registration numbers

for individuals who

practice massage

therapy. These

registration numbers

are included in all ads

within category 300.

Advertisers in this

category are

registered and

licensed by the State

of New Mexico and

are trained and

certified for

therapeutic massage.

Advertisers in

category 300 do not

perform sexual

massages. Any

concerns regarding

any of the advertisers

in this category

should be directed

to: Weekly Alibi.

THE WEEKLY ALIBI

CLASSIFIEDS are a

great deal! Call 346-

0660 ext. 248.
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Across

1 Rotary phone parts

8 Whip holders?

15 Hoppy “New England-

style” brew

16 System that includes

emoji

17 Invited up

18 Compliment after getting

out of bed?

19 ___ Bhabie (rapper first

known as the “Cash Me

Outside” girl from “Dr. Phil”)

20 Precipice

22 Indian curry dish

23 ___ Dems (U.K. political

party, informally)

24 Fictional Marner

26 Achievement

27 Neighbor of British

Columbia

30 Like birthday celebrants

32 Letters in some Baptist

church names

33 Most sound

35 They may have chains and

locks

37 Pic off a monitor?

39 1960s TV spy thriller with

a 1997 movie remake

42 Site for ants or bumps?

46 Slick stuff

47 Dreadlocked one, maybe

49 Like some fast-food

chicken sandwiches

50 Returning grad

52 Flashlight battery

54 Alternate spelling abbr.

55 Anwar who shared a

Nobel Peace Prize

57 Deep-sea killer

58 Sister of Poseidon

59 Secure firmly

61 Dazed

63 Not consistent

64 The “devil’s interval” in

music (heard in “The

Simpsons” theme)

65 Took once more, like a

white elephant gift

66 Pieces of Sanskrit

religious literature

Down

1 Dry white wine

2 Jones who played Angie

Tribeca

3 Keep showing up in a book

and film series?

4 Turned from white to pink,

maybe

5 Pot top

6 Big pictures?

7 Company behind Hello

Kitty

8 “You’re a better man than I

am” poem

9 “Allergic to Water” singer

DiFranco

10 Travel expert Steves

11 Words before Base or

spades

12 Quit messing around

13 Japanese appetizer

14 Advisory councils

21 Healed up

25 Dry, as Italian wine

28 Former New York Jets

owner Leon

29 Muppet whose tweets

often end with “Scram!”

31 “___ Hope” (1980s ABC

soap)

34 Three-note chord

36 Machine that helps with

sleep apnea

38 Fix firmly in place

39 “Wide slot” device

40 “Cautionary Tales for

Children” author Belloc

41 Evasive sorts

43 Enjoy immensely

44 Instrument in a “Legend

of Zelda” title

45 Spins around

48 “Little Women” author

51 Furious with

53 Actress Linney of “Kinsey”

56 “Africa” band

58 “So ___” (Kid Rock song)

60 Wheaton of “The Big

Bang Theory”

62 Malleable metal

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Freeducation”—a freestyle puzzle for now.
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Cumulus


